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1. Introduction

Ever since the early sixties, companies tend to use information systems (IS) in an increas-
ing rate. In the beginning, the usage of IS was cumbersome, nonetheless the eighties has
witnessed a significant increase in the interest for these systems and the usage became
easier and easier as they spread on the market. This led to their current status when
even a smaller company may not survive without them.
The presence of an appropriate information technology (IT) infrastructure is often not

sufficient for the company to satisfy its information demand, adequate special-purpose
enterprise applications (EA) are needed as well. Throughout the last decades, various
enterprise applications of different software vendors have been released. These enter-
prise applications were developed separately and employed different approaches and inner
structure to fulfill a given business goal. This heterogeneity can sometimes be observed
even among the softwares of a given vendor [24]. Consequently the data and the software
functionalities of the companies are broken into islands or silos [80]. The consequence
is that different applications – especially of different vendors – usually do not inter-
operate and collaborate by default [80]. On the other hand, the overall corporate IT
needs can only be satisfied through the collaboration of various enterprise applications
in most cases. Following the cost efficiency directives, companies usually do not turn to
a single software developer for expensive custom developments, but compile the enter-
prise application package which best satisfies their business IT requirements. Since these
enterprise applications are heterogeneous, the implementation of their efficient interoper-
ation requires such stand-alone toolsets and approaches, like the Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI) [64] or the Enterprise Information System (EIS) [15]. The task of
EAI is then to connect isolated enterprise applications or subsystems – called islands –,
and implement system-wide communication to enable the execution of inter- and intra-
organizational processes. The EAI approach requires that the application interfaces be
matched to that of the EAI framework.
Alternatively, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [34] can be regarded as another

approach of the enterprise-level application and information integration, by which the
functionalities of the enterprise information system are provided as services and they
shall be integrated through their published interfaces in order to provide the required
EIS functionalities. In this case, the enterprise application integration can be carried
out as service composition. According to the SOA approach, only the interfaces of the
services are public, the inner structure remains hidden. This way the inter-application
communication may only be implemented using the methods and objects appearing in
the interfaces. This approach promotes reusability and loose coupling [34].
Hence a key element of the SOA is the business object since it constitutes the com-

munication carrier in the integration scenario. The business object can be seen as an
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Figure 1.0.1.: Schema matching example

entity in the interface schema, so the application integration or service composition in-
cludes the finding and matching of semantically related entities1. This latter process is
the schema matching [83]. Thus the task of schema matching can be formulated as the
retrieval of the list of semantically related entities or – in a broader sense – the discovery
of correspondences.
For the purpose of better understanding, a sample schema matching scenario is pre-

sented hereby which shows the task of schema matching as well as some of the key
challenges of it. The sample schema matching scenario includes two schema entities rep-
resenting the exact same real-life entity (the address of the company). Fig. 1.0.1 shows
the matching of these schema entities as well as their attribute mapping.
It is now visible that the task is far from being trivial especially for a machine evaluator:

the two schema entities were created using different naming conventions and the matching
of their attribute is based on a complex mapping. Also, the related schema entities may be
at different level in the schema graphs. A related issue is the entity granularity difference,
i.e. one of the related entities may have a deeper structure or just contains more schema
nodes than the other. In this case, the entity matching itself becomes more complex and
should be carried out considering multiple schema graph levels simultaneously. Another
source of complexity by the schema matching is the sheer size of the task: the matching
may be straightforward for smaller schemas, but the enterprise schemas may contain tens
of thousands of schema entities. Nonetheless, the schema matching algorithms should
also perform on large, heterogeneous schemas with efficiency and high accuracy.
The task of schema matching can also be formulated as to find related entities in the

schema graph by comparing schema graph nodes. In this example given by Fig. 1.0.1,
we should conclude the schema entities labeled “Address” and “AddrData” are in fact

1i.e. those that convey the same meaning
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related, because they represent the exact same real world entity. We should draw this
conclusion by comparing the schema graphs.
Schema matchers are categorized based on their working principle. As presented in

[16] and [83], the following main categories or types can be identified:

• Linguistic matching: evaluates relatedness of textual elements using syntactic
methods. Linguistic matching can be used to identify related entities with similar
denominations or it can also be as part of other schema matchers, e.g. structural
matcher.

• Structural matching: evaluates the similarity of the schema graph structures. It
usually works by identifying similar nodes in the structure as first, then evaluating
the similarity of their vicinity given by the schema graph structure. Alternatively,
the relative positioning of similar nodes are evaluated.

• Vocabular or Auxiliary information based matching: uses external struc-
tured term collections to evaluate the similarity of textual elements. Potential
external sources include ontologies, dictionaries, thesauri, acronyms, taxonomies.
This approach is based on the semantics of interpretable words found in denomina-
tions and other textual elements. The usage of thesauri and etc. usually warrants
above average accuracy, but increases the complexity and runtime requirement.

• Constraint-based matching: makes use of the constraints found in schema de-
scriptions, like data type, value range, arity, uniqueness. It usually employed to
refine the matches delivered by other schema matchers.

• Instance-based matching: takes into account the instances of a given schema.
Schema elements are considered to be related if their instances are similar. Sta-
tistical and machine learning techniques can be employed to reveal this instance
similarity.

• Rule-based matching: defines the schema matching task as rules in first order
logic.

• Composite schema matcher: is composed of other schema matchers.

• Hybrid schema matcher: evaluates relatedness using multiple criteria. Among
the criteria, elements of other schema matcher categories can also be used.2

For quantitative characterization of the schema matchers, we use the following accuracy
measures most commonly [6, 23, 25, 4]: precision (P), recall (R), f-measure. These accu-
racy measures stem from the performance evaluation of binary classifications. The binary
classification accuracy evaluation uses four main values for the classification success of el-
ements. These are based on the fact whether or not the element was correctly/incorrectly
classified as match/non-match (i.e. hit/fail, go/no_go or positive/negative):

2It is similar to the composite schema matcher, but the emphasis is on the multi-criteria approach.
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• True Positive: correctly reported as match

• True Negative: correctly reported as non-match

• False Positive: incorrectly reported as match (Type I error)

• False Negative: incorrectly reported as non-match(Type II error)

Using these values above, the accuracy measures are derived as formulated in equations
(1.0.1), (1.0.2) and (1.0.3). In the formulas below, {TP} denotes the set of True Positives,
{FP} is the set of False Positives, while {FN} is the set of False Negatives.

Precision =
|{TP}|

|{TP}|+ |{FP}|
=
|{ReturnedCorrectMatches}|
|{ReturnedMatches}|

(1.0.1)

Recall =
|{TP}|

|{TP}|+ |{FN}|
=
|{ReturnedCorrectMatches}|

|{AllMatches}|
(1.0.2)

F −measure = 2 · Precision ·Recall
Precision+Recall

(1.0.3)

1.1. Research motivation and open issues

Many schema matching solutions have been proposed, like [69, 56, 67, 23]. These solutions
have in common that – although some of them are capable of remarkable performance –
their accuracy does not allow the complete omission of the human supervision: the hu-
man experts with knowledge on the given enterprise system should be actively involved
in the follow-up review of the schema matching and the mismatches should be corrected.
The follow-up correction entails a significant growth both in runtime and in costs. An-
other issue is that the schema matching algorithms show accuracy fluctuation in real-life
scenarios without scenario-based specific optimization. As a preliminary to the theses
presented hereby, I have evinced this accuracy fluctuation. On the other hand, the im-
provement of this varying accuracy performance of the schema matchers is quintessential
for their real-life applicability. This is especially true for mission-critical, transactional
systems, like banking applications.
The most common types of schema matchers – the hybrid or composite schema match-

ers – are composed of multiple stand-alone schema matchers [83], i.e. schema matching
components.3 The schema matching components are typically combined through weights:
the (normalized) similarity or semantic values given by each schema matching component
for the entity pairs are typically aggregated using a predefined weight vector. Neverthe-
less, the similarity values given by the schema matching components can be used on
their own as well. These similarity values are best described as the normalized value
expressing how likely it is that the evaluated entity pair describes the same real world
entity, i.e. to what extent are they related. Based on these values, the list of related

3N.B.: The hybrid matchers employ match criteria in their components, while this limitation does not
apply to a general composite matchers.
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1. Introduction

entity pairs is made in the next step. Namely, we obtain the list of related entity pairs
by comparing their similarity values to a predefined threshold. This list will constitute
the result set of the schema matcher.
The weights and the threshold constitute the set of schema matching parameters to be

optimized, i.e. the parameter space. Although it is true that general recommendations
for the weight vector range can be found in the applicable schema matching literature
[67, 23], these general recommendations are not sufficient to guarantee the optimal op-
eration. Namely, schema matchers with this kind of approximately fixed parameters are
apt to show varying accuracy under different test conditions according to my prelimi-
nary research observations. It became evident that the parameter set ensuring the peak
performance of the schema matching algorithm may significantly and unpredictably vary
from test case to test case. Considering this observation, I aimed to develop a methodol-
ogy with a wide spectrum to enable the pre-execution parameter optimization of schema
matching algorithms.
It has also become evident that no matter how optimal the parameter set supplied

to schema matchers is, certain schema matcher innately outperform others. Hence an-
other potential for performance improvement lies in the operational efficiency analysis of
schema matching components. In order to be able to perform this component analysis,
the algorithms shall be dissembled into individual components, then their performance
should be evaluated using objective metrics and by executing them on diverse schemas.
This insight inspired me to develop a method for the Comparative Component Analysis
of schema matchers.
During the elaboration of the needed optimization methods, I empirically observed

the following problem which is also typical for the optimized schema matchers: the
similarity values of a significant subset of entity pairs fall near to the threshold and their
linear separation cannot be performed in the input parameter space. This phenomenon
leads to the distortion of the accuracy assessment, viz. accuracy measures used for the
performance assessment4 do not take into account the severity of the mismatch and
equally penalize the case when the mismatch happened near to the threshold – minor
mismatch –, and the case when the mismatch happened far from the threshold – major
mismatch. Whereas the human evaluator could make use of this information, i.e. the
confidence level of the entity pair classification given by the algorithm5. In other words,
the experts are deprived from a vital reference point, besides the fact that the accuracy
is prone to distortion by this coarse-grained evaluation. In this light, the elaboration
of such methods are sought after which lessen the distortion effect of this phenomenon.
Due to the readjustment of the working principle of the accuracy evaluation, the related
accuracy measures should also be – at least partially – readjusted to incorporate the
classification confidence. I will refer to this identified problem as “the cutting threshold
problem”.
Although there are many schema matchers with various approaches and some of them

are capable of performing schema matching with satisfying accuracy – if provided with an

4precision, recall and f-measure
5i.e. match certainty
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1. Introduction

optimal parameter set, the family of schema matching algorithms is far from being fully
comprehensive, since their performance lag behind the maximum. A linguistic schema
matcher exploiting a label comparison method more effective than those found in the
literature would be highly desirable. I also aim at creating a structural matcher which
incorporates an operational mechanism which is different from, and more efficient than
those in the literature.
The related term set is the collection of terms circumscribing an entity. The increased

involvement of related term sets constitute another improvement option, which approach
has already shown promising results in its early stage of development. This approach
also necessitates the enhancement of current textual comparison-based similarity metrics.
Therefore the repositioning of the role of related term set based schema matching is
needed in the frame of a novel schema matcher. Unfortunately related term set based
matching is mostly neglected in the literature, but my early research experiments with
the schema matcher NTA [67] have shown that the accuracy of the related term set based
(vocabular) schema matchers is outstanding and there is much improvement potential in
the current approaches. Considering that the related term sets are rarely provided in the
schema definitions, the elaboration of a process capable of converting entity descriptions
– found in the majority of schema definition – into a entity related term sets, is also an
open issue.

1.2. Research aims and objectives

Taking into account the written above, my research aims and objectives can be stated
as follows. I would like to improve the accuracy of current schema matchers. For this
purpose, my first objective was to elaborate such schema matching algorithm optimiza-
tion methods which are capable of optimizing the parameters of an arbitrarily chosen
schema matcher to an arbitrarily chosen scenario. These optimization methods are the
most usable in practice, if they are part of unitary execution system and the amount of
required external interaction can be kept at a low level. Hence I also set the objective
of developing a schema matching framework which has schemas and schema matchers
as input and returns a schema matcher optimized to the input schemas and a schema
matching of the input schemas using the optimized schema matchers.
I also intended to provide a solution for the aforementioned cutting threshold problem.

In conjunction with this proposed solution, I also wanted to elaborate a schema matching
accuracy evaluation method, which is consistent with the provided solution and is capable
of the distortion-free accuracy assessment of schema matchers.
Lastly, I set the objective of the development of a novel hybrid schema matching al-

gorithm capable of more accurate schema matching compared to the other concurrent
schema matchers thus allowing its application in enterprise environments. As part of the
schema matcher, I also intended to create a process which efficiently generates related
term sets from the textual entity descriptions found in the schema definitions. Further-
more, the novel schema matcher should incorporate an efficient related term set similarity
evaluator since it has significant performance enhancement potential. I also wanted to
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1. Introduction

devise a novel structural matcher as part of the proposed hybrid matcher which efficiently
use the relatedness information of the entity neighbors in the schema graphs.

1.3. Summary of the new scientific results

Thesis I: I have elaborated a new group of methods which enables the
optimization of the schema matcher parameters to a given scenario.

I have elaborated such analytical methods which are capable of the parameter opti-
mization of schema matcher algorithms. I have categorized these methods based on
the applicable schema matcher parameter optimization approach and proposed several
efficient methods in the categories.
The objective of the reference approximation approach is to minimize the mean squared

error from the reference matching by only adjusting the weight vector of the hybrid
schema matcher. I have proposed three methods in the reference approximation category:
the canonical, the disjunct and the weighted reference approximation.
The other main category of the elaborated schema matcher optimization methods is

the direct accuracy measure maximization. In this case, the objective functions are the
specific derivatives of the three most commonly used schema matcher accuracy measures
– the precision, the recall and the f-measure – which only contain the parameters of a
given schema matcher.
For the demonstration of the optimization results and of the attained accuracy improve-

ment, I have developed a novel visualization technique capable of continuously displaying
the accuracy as a function of schema matching parameters with all the applicable con-
straints, even in the case of four or more dimensional parameter spaces. For the accuracy
measure maximization – where the threshold is also part of the input parameter space
–, I have developed a novel type of diagram called Parameter-Accuracy Characteristic
Map (PACM) which continuously displays the accuracy as a function of transformed
parameters.
Publications related to the thesis: [NL1],[NL2],[K1],[K2],[K3],[K6]

Thesis II: I have devised a learning-based schema matcher optimization
framework with flexibly changeable elements for the semi-automated
optimization and execution of schema algorithms. As part of the
framework, I have created a component assessment method which
objectively evaluates and ranks the schema matching components of any
composite schema matcher.

The proposed procedure formally defines the steps of the automated schema matcher
parameter optimization. Furthermore, the procedure exploits the optimization possibili-
ties, as well as the parallel and iterative execution possibilities, thus enabling the effective
multiple execution and the life cycle management of the proposed optimization procedure
in enterprise schema matching scenarios. The procedure comprises the following defined
elements: Learning Set Definition, Manual Initial Matching, Conversion into the Input

11
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Format, Initial Input Algorithm Set Definition, Algorithm Decomposition, Component
Set Extension, Comparative Component Analysis, Recombined Matcher Construction,
and Parameter Calibration.
I have experimentally shown that the performance of the schema matching components

is test case dependent and proposed a method capable of the distortion-free, test case
dependent comparison of the schema matching components. Also, I have proposed several
approaches for the comparison basis: Gini-index, Information Gain, decision tree, and
error based component evaluation.
Publications related to the thesis: [L2],[NL1],[NL2],[K3],[K4],[K5],[K7]

Thesis III: I have demonstrated the schema matcher accuracy distortion in
the case of the constant threshold application and I have devised a
method to handle this problem. The proposed method allows the
involvement of the fuzzy logic in the field of schema matching.

I have demonstrated that the following undesirable situation might arise even after the
optimization of schema matching approaches: mixed classed entity pairs are mingled
in the direct vicinity of the threshold. This phenomenon impedes the linear separation
of the matching and non-matching entity pairs in the input parameter space. In these
cases, the misclassification of at least some of the entity pairs is inevitable. On the other
hand, the common threshold application and the accuracy measures based on it equally
penalize the misclassification regardless of the the severity of the mismatch. This leads to
the distortion of the accuracy measure, since the common accuracy measures do not take
into account the severity of the mismatch, nor the confidence level of the classification.
I refer to this problem as cutting threshold problem.
After the problem formulation, I have devised the concept of threshold function which

is capable of handling the cutting threshold problem. I have also proposed the ideal
curve for the threshold function and its formula with appropriate parameters for schema
matching.
Since the schema matcher accuracy assessment in the literature is based on the constant

threshold value application, I have reformulated the common accuracy measures which
adequately reflect the adjusted accuracy after the application of the cutting threshold
problem handling method. I have shown that the proposed threshold function and the
fuzzy membership functions are related.
Publications related to the thesis:[L1],[NL1],[K2],[K8],[K9]

Thesis IV: I have developed a new hybrid schema matcher which is
capable of efficient and accurate schema matching using its incorporated
linguistic, vocabular and structural matchers.

The proposed schema matcher is comprised of three components: a linguistic, a vocab-
ular and a structural matcher. The linguistic matcher is based on the proposed logistic
homosequence (LHS) similarity measure.

12
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As part of the schema matcher development, I have demonstrated the efficiency of
related term based schema matching techniques. Considering that the entity related term
sets are rarely provided in the schema definitions, I have elaborated a process capable
of efficiently extracting the related term sets from entity descriptions using text mining
techniques. I have also developed a related term set similarity evaluation method which
incorporates the textual similarity evaluation of the proposed linguistic matcher and
takes into account the term frequency. This method constitutes the vocabular matcher
of the proposed hybrid schema matcher.
Also as part of the proposed hybrid schema matcher, I have developed a new structural

matcher which defines neighbor-levels centralized around a given entity and carries out
discounted similarity contribution on a finite number of neighbor-levels. The neighbor-
level similarity of a given level is determined based on the best entity matchings. The
similarity contribution of a neighbor-level to the evaluated entity pair relatedness is given
by the contribution function.
Publications related to the thesis: [L3],[NL1],[K3],[K10],[K11]

Journal articles related to the theses

[L1] B. Villányi, P. Martinek – Improved accuracy evaluation of schema matching
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[L2] B. Villányi, P. Martinek – Automation of scenario-based schema matcher
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2. Selected works from the literature

This chapter serves as a compendium of selected works from the literature in the field of
schema matching. This introductory section proposes some works which may help inter-
ested readers to get acquainted with the subject of schema matching. The first section
then presents some of the schema matchers. Optimization and concept improvement re-
lated works are listed in the second section. The third section is dedicated to the possible
applications of schema matching, while section four enumerates works from the last few
years to demonstrate that schema matching is subject of active research.
An excellent overview of the field of schema matching is found in [83], where the schema

matching status quo is discussed. I would underline two highlights of the discussion: the
distinction between instance and schema level schema matching and the concept of match
cardinalities. The following schema matchers are is survey comparatively evaluated:
SemInt [63], LSD [63], SKAT [71], TranScm [70], DIKE [76], Artemis [12], Cupid [66].
The comparative evaluation is extended in [26] with Similarity Flooding [69], Autoplex
[13] and GLUE [29]. In this dissertation, I also follow the notions and directives set by
this work.
The book titled “Schema Matching and Mapping” [10] is a compilation of state-of-

the-art schema matching techniques and serves as a single point of entry into the realm
of schema matching. This book has three sections, the first which discusses large-scale
schema matching [82, 39, 44, 87]. The challenges and strategies are discussed in [82].
The strategies of large-scale schema matching include the early pruning of the search
space, parallel and holistic schema matching. A general workflow for automatic, pairwise
schema matching is also proposed, which involves numerous large-scale optimization tech-
niques. Because of the needed involvement of human experts, several schema matching
tools have been developed, which are presented in [39]. COMA++ [8] and various other
schema matching tools are included, some of them are built as plugin for larger programs:
like PROMPT [73] and AIViz [60] are plugin for Portégé ontology editor [74]. The con-
cept of contextual attribute correspondence and the contextual schema matching based
on it, are proposed in [44]. This work emphasizes the role of attribute correspondence
in schema matching and details three attribute correspondence extensions: the contex-
tual, the semantic and the probabilistic attribute correspondences. Lastly, the concept of
probabilistic schema matching is introduced in [87] and in the related [30]. The employ-
ment of probabilistic schema matching necessitates the usage modified query answering
approach, which is also lengthily described in [87]. The second part [22, 49, 38, 78] of the
book discusses the schema matching as a logic problem, the schema evolution and merg-
ing. In [22], the task of schema matching task is formalized using first-order logic, which
is resolved by the chase procedure [37]. Schema change management and related issues
are discussed in [49], while [38] pursues this topic by introducing two schema mapping
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operators: composition and inversion. Schema matching can also be used to to carry
out schema merging, therefore related techniques are discussed in [78, 37] accordingly.
The third and last part [9, 11] of the book is dedicated to the evaluation and tuning
of schema matchers. The schema matcher tuning is also a main subject of my disser-
tation, but under the denomination of schema matcher parameter optimization. In [9],
not only the schema matcher evaluation, but the essential tasks of the schema matching
and the schema mapping are also detailed. Namely, it conceptually explains how the
schema mapping incorporates schema matching. This work also names the challenges
of schema matcher evaluation (see section 1.1), and identifies the prerequisites of an
admissible schema matcher benchmark. It also mentions two novel evaluation metrics:
the overall (derived from precision and recall) and the human-spared resources (HSR –
measuring the required human interactions to correct mismatches). Authors distinguish
between matching efficiency, effectiveness and quality to characterize the goodness of
schema matchers. Lastly, schema matcher tuning is discussed in [11], where an overview
of the available techniques is also provided. The proposed the schema matcher tuner is
a three-level approach: parameter setting, the selection of similarity value combination
strategy, and the choice of schema matcher. In this dissertation, a general framework
is proposed to combine existing schema matchers and to optimally set their parameters
considering a wide spectrum of strategies.
The field schema matching is subject of active research, the results of which are reg-

ularly summarized by Euzenat and Shvaiko [36, 88, 35] (along with the related field of
ontology matching).

2.1. Schema matchers

Several automated schema matchers have been proposed by the schema matching com-
munity. In this section, I will iterate over those which had distinguished influence on my
work.
In the Similarity Flooding [69] algorithm, the node similarities are being propagated in

the joint graph of input schema, i.e in the similarity propagation graph. In other words,
this schema matcher systematically exploits the following principle: two nodes of the
schema graphs are similar if linked nodes are similar. The edge weight-setting defines
the extent of similarity contribution of the adjacent nodes. The neighbor-level based
structural matcher described in Thesis IV also propagates the node similarities, but the
similarities of farther-lying nodes – with lesser weights – are also taken into consideration
and the extent of similarity contribution can be more precisely adjusted by contribution
functions. (For further details, see section 6.2.3.)
The NTA [67] is a hybrid schema matcher with a linguistic, a vocabular and a structural

matcher component. The name NTA stems from the initials of the main schema features
evaluated the components: names, terms and attributes. The linguistic component em-
ploys a rough substring match scoring: it gives 1.0 similarity value for full string match,
0.5 for substring match, and 0.0 otherwise. NTA is one of the few schema matchers which
makes use of the related term sets in its vocabular component. As it will exhaustively
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detailed in Thesis IV, the related term sets are supplied to schema entities and is the
collection of terms circumscribing the entity. The related term set does not only contain
synonyms, but possibly other conceptually loosely coupled related terms. The related
term set similarity based vocabular component of the NTA is especially effective, besides
being efficient. The problem is that the related terms sets are rarely available in schema
descriptions. Hence a related term set extraction is also proposed in Thesis IV. Also, the
hybrid schema matcher described in this dissertation – the DIPROM – contains an en-
hanced related term sets similarity evaluator. Lastly, the structural matching component
of the NTA is a recursive attribute similarity evaluator which compares entity descen-
dants. Thus the descendant attribute similarities in the schema graph are included in
the similarity evaluation of the ancestor nodes. To improve this recursive approach, my
proposed structural matcher approach defines a similarity contribution weight for each
node distance and includes the similarity of ancestor nodes as well.
The WordNet-based context matcher matcher [23] is also a hybrid schema matcher.

Its linguistic component makes use of the WordNet [40] lexical database to compute
the relatedness of the node labels. Its structural matcher is executed in three contexts:
ancestor, child and leaf contexts. The path resemblance measure is used to compute
the context similarities, which is a combination of the following scores: longest common
sequence, average positioning, longest common sequence with minimum gaps and length
difference. These four scores are evaluated on the paths leading from the compared
nodes to the context nodes. The context similarities are assessed separately and then
combined through weights. The WordNet-based context matcher matcher incorporates
more than one weight-sets, which may render this schema matcher more vulnerable to
schema matching scenario changes. DIPROM also considers the schema graph nodes in
ancestor, child and leaf contexts through the neighbor-levels, but these contexts are not
separated.
The CUPID schema matching approach [66] is a schema-level approach geared to-

wards the leaf similarity. This means that by the similarity evaluation of inner schema
graph nodes, it takes into account the leaves of the subgraphs rooted at the nodes be-
ing compared. This approach is based on the underlying presumption that two entities
are similar if the subgraph rooted at the entities have similar leaves. In other words,
it puts less emphasis on the inner structure. (Nevertheless, the CUPID also takes into
account the vicinity of the leaves, i.e. their siblings and ancestor.) By evaluating leaf
context similarity, this approach leads to a recursive solution, just like [67]. CUPID is
a hybrid matcher exploiting much of the available schema information for the assess-
ment of similarity among schema elements: names, types, schema structure and also
the schema constraints. This latter is of significant importance, since the majority of
schema matchers do not take into account the information found in the schema element
constraints. It has a complex evaluator incorporating a composite structural matching
and a linguistic matcher. The latter one provides initial value based on string-based node
comparison. In the article the reader can find a comprehensive survey and classification
of schema matchers. Also, there is a general normalization approach which can used
to make the textual elements easier to handle for schema matchers. According to the
comparative study presented in the paper, the Cupid outperforms the DIKE [76] and the
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MOMIS-ARTEMIS [12]. Although it misses the performance evaluation by means of the
schema matching accuracy measures (precision, recall and f-measure), it is assessed on
both canonical and real world examples. In my proposed solution, the entity vicinity is
divided into levels, by distance. On the other hand, not only siblings and ancestors, but
also descendants are considered by my proposed schema matcher.
The COMA+ [27] is a generic schema matching tool. It can be seen as a sophisticated

platform in which other schema matchers can be integrated, in order to combine the
benefits of the incorporated schema matchers. COMA+ has a library for the integrated
schema matchers, where they can be arranged. The scalability is provided by grouping
fragment schemas into subsets. This approach exploits the “divide and conquer” principle,
which clearly improves the flexibility of the platform.
The PSM (PRODML Schema Matchers) [59] is a hybrid schema matcher with a linguis-

tic (syntactic and semantic) and a structural matcher component. The paper includes
several alternatives for the combination of the schema matching components: the max-
imum, the minimum, the average and the weighted sum of the component results. Out
of these combination alternatives, the weighted sum was used in the PSM. The schema
matcher was evaluated with the f-measure on the schema set of gas and oil companies. In
the experimental scenarios, the PSM has superseded the COMA[27]. The paper contains
an in-depth discussion about the types of schema matchers.
In [31] the authors have proposed a sophisticated schema matching approach. Unlike

many of the known schema matchers, this technique is capable of distinguishing between
one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one matching. The main goal was to perform
matching based on the semantics of the entities. Authors address even those scenarios
where the to-be-matched web service entities appear to be the same, but their semantics
differ. On the other hand, there is a price to pay for this enhanced matching. Namely
the web service schema entities are extended into the so called integrated concepts which
increases complexity. This extension encompasses the type of concept, property and class.
The proposed discovery mode is composed of four steps: acquiring domain information,
describing advertisements and requirements, publication and discovery. The domain
information is a complex model consisting of ontologies (data and category) and registries
(inquiry and publish). The matching itself takes place through weighted formulas which
accumulate similarities of categories, inputs, outputs and concepts as well as subsumption
and property relationships. The experiment results with both precision and recall well
over 0.9 are convincing, however the authors also admit that the introduction of the
integrated concept model results in increased complexity. Unfortunately, there is no
recommendation for the choice of the weight values and the constant threshold value of
0.9 may limit the potential of the solution in some other scenarios.
Automatch [14] is a schema matcher based on machine learning techniques, primar-

ily on Bayesian probabilistic learning. A crucial part of this approach is the training for
which human schema matching experts with schema specific knowledge are required. The
learning curve for the acquisition of schema specific knowledge is usually steep, thus the
involvement of the human factor may decelerate the schema matching process. Never-
theless, this schema matcher stores attribute values with their corresponding probability
in its knowledge base – called attribute dictionary. The matching of the input schema is
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carried out through probabilistic methods. Subsequently, the optimal matching is found
using Minimum Cost Maximum Flow network algorithm [2].
The schema matcher presented in [46] is geared towards the semantics, viz. it focuses

on the intended meaning of the schema entities instead of linguistically or structurally
characterizing their relatedness with a similarity value. The schema matching is carried
out using propositional satisfiability decider (SAT), after converting the schema labels
into propositional formulas. The method is called S-Match. The S-Match was evaluated
against [66, 27, 69] and showed convincing performance results.

2.2. Schema matcher optimization and concept
improvement

One of the earliest and highest impact work related to schema matcher optimization
is the eTuner [61], which provides a methodology to find the optimal combination of
schema matching components. eTuner defines synthetic workloads, which is a schema
matching scenario including derived schemas obtained through the application of prede-
fined schema transformation rules (like label abbreviations, substitutions, etc.) and the
reference match. The concept of staged tuning is also introduced, which uses a sequen-
tial search technique: firstly the schema matchers are tuned on their own, then their
combination, finally the whole matching. In this dissertation, a more comprehensive ap-
proach is proposed specifically targeting diverse optimization targets stemming from the
alternative interpretations of schema matching accuracy.
The genetic schema matching method is presented in [93]. The solution is based on

the concept of partial functional dependencies, and exploits also the data instance infor-
mation in schema matching. A technique to discover the partial functional dependencies
between schema elements is also proposed in this work, based on which the partial func-
tional dependency for the whole schemas is established. The proposed genetic schema
matching algorithm makes use of these proposed partial functional dependency graphs
and utilizes a scoring approach to assess the relatedness of schema elements. The ex-
periment results show that there is untapped performance improvement potential in the
Cupid [66] and the Similarity Flooding [69] particularly by large schemas.
Fuzzy constraints in the field of schema matching is presented in [5], where a framework

is proposed which has three aims: the schema matching problem (SMP) formalization, the
trade-off between schema matching effectiveness and efficiency, and the representation
of the schema matching uncertainty. These are key issues in schema matching and
were mostly neglected by the previous works. While several SMP definition propositions
are listed in the related works section of [5], the fuzzy constraint optimization problem
(FCOP) was used to formulate the SMP in the proposed fuzzy constraint-based schema
matcher allowing the findings of constraint problem solving to be applied for schema
matching. The schema features are defined as fuzzy constraints to transform the SMP
to FCOP. This fuzzy constraint based schema matching approach is promising, yet it is
still to be proven correct and efficient.
Duplicate detection is a key issue in data related application, hence also in schema
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matching. The main problem is that the duplicates do not perfectly match, and some
schema matchers may not classify them correctly – depending on the degree of difference.
Consequently the duplicates shall be eliminated, but task can be hard even for a human
evaluator. The concept of fuzzy duplicates is further detailed in [20], where an approach
is also proposed how to use schema matchers to identify fuzzy duplicates.
Schema presentation level optimization is included in the schema matcher described in

[6]. Namely, the majority of schema matchers utilize the schema graph as schema presen-
tation. The employed graph representations include structures like the DOM (Document
Object Model), transformed and joint graphs such as the extended similarity propaga-
tion net [69]. Authors of [6] abandoned this general schema representation approach and
used number sequences instead: the Pruefer codes. The used bijective transformation
converts the definite graph representation of the schemas into unique number sequences.
The bijectivity of the transformation is warranted by the application of Pruefer codes.
This schema representation can be a remedy in enterprise schema matching scenarios,
where the loading and management of schema graphs consume considerable amount of
memory, seriously hindering the execution of complex schema related operations like the
recursive node similarity evaluation.
A learning based schema matching framework is proposed in [56]. The learning process

has two phases: the offline preparation phase, and the online matching phase. The op-
erational procedure is as follows: the semi-supervised training of a supervised classifier
takes place in the first phase, which is exploited in the online matching phase. This
separation of offline and online phases enables the real-time schema matching. In the
proposed work, numerous machine learning methods are considered and their suitability
for model construction is thoroughly investigated. The proposed framework could be
enhanced with a scenario-based objective schema matcher comparator like the Compara-
tive Component Analysis proposed in Thesis II. section 4.4. Furthermore, the framework
requires that the human expert has a clear idea which measures to choose. This choice
can be supported by the scenario-based evaluation of measures and the application of
methods which calculate the weights to combine them, as it is detailed in Thesis I.
Schema Matcher Booster (SMB) [45] offers another solution to automatically combine

existing schema matchers. The SMB has two layers: the first is the layer of existing
schema matchers, and the second layer refines the matching produced by the first layer.
A highlight of this proposed approach is that it offers a systematic method to find the
optimal weight set for the schema matching components. The methods proposed in
section 3.2.1 are also based on squared error minimization, but my proposed reference
approximation also takes into account the parameter constraints (like the sum of the
weights and the weight domain) and it includes techniques for schema matching scenarios,
where the match sets should be completely separate or the matches of certain entity pairs
are prioritized.
Corpus-based schema matching is described in [65], which exploits previous schema

matching experience, i.e. knowledge gained from the sequential schema matching execu-
tions. To this end, it defines the Mapping Knowledge Base for storing the knowledge on
schema matches. The schema match is performed using the Average Weighted Difference
(AWD) measure to relate past and current schema matching scenarios.
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An unconventional approach is presented in [50], which presents the idea of holistic
schema matching. There is an underlying presumption in this approach: the hidden
schema model. This latter paradigm assumes that schemas are generated from a finite
attribute vocabulary. Following this idea, the authors treat the models of the input
schemas instead of trying to find related entities. The models of the input schemas
should be consistent with the input schemas in a statistical sense. To be able to exploit
this model consistency approach, authors propose a general statistical framework MGS
and the schema matcher MGSsd on top of this framework. The schema matcher targets
the synonym discovery among the attributes, as an alternative form of schema matching.
Uninterpreted schema matching [58] is particularly useful if the column names are

opaque, i.e. they reveal hard-to-interpret or no details regarding their structure. Ac-
cording to the proposed schema matcher [58], pair-wise attribute correlation is assessed,
based on which a dependency graph is constructed. As next, a graph matching algorithm
is performed. This graph matching works by optimizing the distance between the graphs.
Various distance metrics may serve as basis for the measurement of this graph distance.
If we can identify the corresponding schema representations of the same real world

entity in the input schemas, we could find an alternative approach to carry out the task
of schema matching. This is indeed what is described in [20]. This approach gives a
straightforward solution in theory, which may prove itself more challenging to implement
under real life conditions because of the heterogeneity of schemas. Authors also take into
account the idiosyncrasies of schema matching.1 Nevertheless, this approach would also
entail a considerable number of comparisons. Hence the authors tried to keep the number
of comparisons at low level by involving application-specific criteria based partitioning
of the attribute set.

2.3. Schema matching applications

Web databases constitute an important part of schema matching domain, especially
as a priority application field. From this point of view schema matching is discussed
in [94], where the unique aspects of this specific application field are also highlighted.
Namely, authors distinguish between intra- and inter-site schema matching tasks in the
web database domain. The inter-site task is similar to the classic schema matching point
of view: heterogeneous web databases should be matched before the communication
could take place. The intra-site schema matching problem definition is a novel approach.
Authors argue that web database use at least two different schemas: one for the query and
another for browsing (interface). To exploit web database services, we need to match the
aforementioned schemas as well. The proposed solution for both tasks lies in the query
probing and the related instance-based schema matching.
Industrial applicability of schema matching is discussed in [18], where a specific cus-

tomizable schema matcher called Protoplasm is proposed. Protoplasm offers a multi-
layer architecture incorporating schema representation, generic schema matching tasks
and strategy scripts. The Protoplasm accelerates the schema matching process by using

1also described in chapter 1
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hash tables and caches. This feature substantially contributes to its scalability, thus its
industrial applicability. Also, the internal schema representation model is optimized to
meet industry requirements. In order to validate its extensibility and reusability, authors
reimplemented the Similarity Flooding [69] using Protoplasm elements.
As already stated, current automated schema matchers are not infallible, which means

subsequent manual correction is necessary, since mismatches are not tolerated especially
in mission-critical applications. The manual correction, however, may not be feasible for
human experts in case of larger – real life – schemas. Considering the aforementioned
conditions, human experts may be alleviated by the schema matching tool presented in
[17] which is a target application for rendering uncertain matching with corresponding
ranking of potential match candidates for every schema entity. This approach focuses
on the incremental matching and is incorporated in the commercial product Microsoft
BizTalk Mapper. Another approach to tackle the problem of mismatches is proposed in
[43], where a framework is proposed which takes into account the set of best matches
instead of trying to devise a single best schema matching in the first place. Also, schema
matching parameters are optimized for higher precision values (at the cost of lower recall
values). Special attention was payed to keep the complexity at minimum. This is espe-
cially justified since the handling of several matchings simultaneously may significantly
increase the complexity.
Matching is also involved in [68] where authors provide a solution to reconcile the

semantics of structured and semistructured data. This solution is geared towards flex-
ibility and knowledge accumulation. Another solution for the matching of ontologies
can be found in [1] which has linguistic and structural matching components like many
other schema matchers. This solution also makes use of the above listed lexical database
[40]. Another ontology related application can be found in [21] where a special ontology
system is proposed, which helps storing fuzzy information. The management of hetero-
geneous information is carried out using this ontology. A special ontology is introduced
in [19] which is closely related to semantic networks and UML diagrams. Schema and
ontology matching are closely related [10], consequently the observations and results of
this current dissertation may apply to ontology mapping as well.
An excellent semantic integration technique can be found in [7]. Schema matching

can be applied in the same context. In [7] authors propose a solution which is able to
automatically translate XML schema representations of the business objects into OWL
based ontology. Schema matching can be used to identify semantically related entities in
the XML schemas, thus it can be applied even in those situations where highly diverse,
heterogeneous schemas are to be integrated.

2.4. Latest research endeavors in the field of schema
matching

There is active research targeting the field of schema matching. Recent advancements
include the application of crowdsourcing in schema matching [97, 96, 52]. This approach
helps sharing the human effort required to correct mismatches returned by the schema
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matchers. As already stated, the follow-up correction generates substantial costs because
of the involvement of human experts. One of the key challenges in this context is to guide
the crowd workers [52] and supply them with enough information to be able to carry
out the correctional tasks. In [96], a formal technique called Correspondence Correctness
Questions (CCQ) is proposed, which aims to define the set of matching correctness related
questions which maximally reduces the match uncertainty within a limited budget. The
related schema matcher – called CrowdMatcher – is described in [97].
Schema matcher can be used to migrate applications from one cloud platform to the

other as demonstrated in [48]. Authors argue that these platforms diverge so significantly
that the employment of classic schema matcher approaches is not recommended. Hence
a novel approach is proposed for this migration problem which is called Prison Break,
referring to the vendor lock-in problem caused by the heterogeneity of cloud platforms.
An interesting aspect of the solution is that it does not explicitly use external dictionaries,
but utilizes domain knowledge stemming from web search results. This technique works
by measuring the normalized web distance of the evaluated terms. The normalized web
distance is a measure based on the co-occurrence of the terms in the search result list of
a given search engine.
Many schema matchers use external dictionaries, thesauri, etc. I refer to these schema

matchers as vocabular matchers, but some literature sources identify them as “auxiliary
information using schema matchers”. The effect of the size of these external sources on
the schema matching quality is detailed in [86]. A related problem is how to use the
terms returned by the thesauri. In this current dissertation, related term set similarity
with term frequency is proposed, but many other methods exist. In [86], the similarity
is simply the ratio of the shared terms to all terms. The proposed method was evaluated
against the cosine similarity, this latter showing higher similarity values. An interesting
outcome was that the richest thesaurus did not result in the highest accuracy values.
Also a recent advancement in the field of schema matching parameter optimization is

the self-configuring schema matching systems [77]. This approach computes the so called
features from the input schemas and from the intermediate matching results, which are
used to define matching rules for the construction of an adaptive schema matcher. Similar
to the framework described in this dissertation, the matching is process involves iterative
elements.
The follow-up human correction is also discussed in [53], where a probabilistic model

is proposed to identify the most uncertain correspondences which will be supplied to
the human evaluators. On the other hand, the most certain correspondences will be
hidden from these experts so as to evade superfluous checking of highly probable cer-
tain matches. The proposed pay-as-you-go framework consists of three iterative steps:
the probability computation for the correspondences, the uncertainty reduction by the
user input for given correspondences, and the forming of matching correspondence sets
with high enough certainty. The experiment results showed that this approach is also
applicable by large, real-life schemas.
An extended interpretation of correspondence is discussed in [92], where authors argue

that correspondence may not exclusively occur between attributes, but also among other
relational database elements: data value and relation. Two matchers are proposed in [92]:
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one requires duplicates across data source, whereas the other does not, but relies on data
instances. An algorithm is also proposed to convert correspondences into tuple-generating
dependencies, so this approach can be easily applied in the field of data exchange and
integration.
A recently published schema matcher parameter optimization approach is found in

[33], which proposes the employment of generalized mean to aggregate semantic value
of schema matching components. This work also enumerates the aggregation strategies
found in the literature, like minimum, maximum, weighted sum, average, nonlinear, etc.
The proposed aggregation method refines the generalized mean by taking into account
the average harmony. This latter factor is a weighting factor for giving higher values
for the most reliable similarity values. The potential of this aggregation technique was
reinforced by a comparative performance evaluation against other aggregation techniques
found in the literature.
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3. Thesis I: Parameter optimization of
schema matching algorithms

Abstract — I have found that the schema matcher accuracy may vary from scenario to
scenario and there is no globally optimal parameter setting for a schema matcher, i.e.
they should be optimized to a given schema matching scenario. The presented schema
matcher parameter optimization techniques have two different methodological approaches:
Reference Approximation (targeting the minimization of the average squared error from
the reference matching) and Accuracy Measure Maximization (targeting the maximization
of accuracy measure derivatives containing only the schema matching parameters). The
Reference Approximation methods comprise the canonical, the disjunct and the weighted
methods, while the Accuracy Measure Maximization embraces the precision, the recall
and the f-measure maximization. I have shown that that the optimal parameter sets
of schema matchers are significantly different in different scenarios (i.e. there is no
globally optimal parameter set), and a schema matcher may achieve the highest f-measure
values by different parameter settings, but on average it will only achieve 0.45, while null
accuracy is also possible in the exact same scenario.

3.1. Introduction

I have measured the accuracy of the schema matching algorithms [67, 69, 23] earlier. It
has soon turned out that their performance strongly varies from scenario to scenario. I
have analyzed the possible causes of this phenomenon and found that the choice of schema
matcher parameters has significant impact on the accuracy, where schema matching
parameter is an umbrella term for the weights of the schema matching component and
the threshold. So I tried to choose the right parameters for schema matchers with which
they would perform optimally.
At this point it became clear, that there is no globally optimal parameter set for a given

schema matcher which would be optimal for every scenario. Thus I began to construe
schema matcher parameter optimality on scenario basis. This is different from what we
can learn from the literature [23, 69, 6, 67, 62]. Authors of schema matcher algorithms
usually only provide some general recommendations for the parameters most – most
prevalently in the form of a recommended parameter range. My thesis on the impact
of the parameter choice to the performance is supported by Fig. 3.1.1 which presents
the accuracy1 as a function of two parameters for solutions. I refer to these graphs as
accuracy characteristic functions.

1in this case, expressed as the mean squared error – abbreviated as MSE
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Figure 3.1.1.: The accuracy characteristic function

The performance of the schema matchers should be improved primarily because of
the following main reasons. In some EAI scenario, only a mismatch-free matching is
acceptable, even smaller inaccuracies (e.g. the incorrect mapping of attributes) are not
tolerated. Consider for example a scenario where inter-organizational mission-critical
transactions are executed in the enterprise workflow involving bank accounts or third
party retail orders. Another reason is that the correction of mismatches produced by
the automated schema matchers should be executed manually, which is especially costly
regarding only the size of task, the time factor and the involvement of human labor force.
Fortunately, the schema matchers are also capable of convincing results as published in
[23, 69, 6, 67, 62], nevertheless their performance is not 100%. Consequently, the human
evaluator/corrector cannot be completely set aside. So we can argue that the higher
the accuracy of the schema matching solution is, the less time will be consumed by the
follow-up correction, besides saving considerable amount of expense. From this point of
view, the criticality of the accuracy of schema matching algorithms is evident.
The nature of schema matcher accuracy is also noteworthy. Fig. 3.1.1 shows that the

analyzed schema matching algorithm may perform very accurately with appropriately
parameter settings, yet its accuracy seriously deteriorates by suboptimal parameters. In
fact, it degrades to such an extent that it may become completely useless. It is typical,
that the algorithm performs best by a single or by a small finite number of parameter
settings. If we closely analyze Fig. 3.1.1, we can discern that the highest accuracy (lowest
MSE) was attained by a parameter setting of [w1, w2] = [0.8, 0.2]. Whereas for example,
both the [w1, w2] = [0.1, 0.1] and [w1, w2] = [0.95, 0.9] result in low accuracies. If we
thoroughly scrutinize the phenomenon represented by Fig. 3.1.1, we can conclude that:

• A general, arbitrarily chosen parameter setting results in low accuracy.

• There are more than one local minima of accuracy (maximum of mean squared
error).
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• There is only one parameter setting by which the maximum accuracy (minimum
of mean squared error) was attained.

This phenomenon further accentuates the need for finding optimal parameters.
Furthermore the accuracy characteristic function is different for every scenario as it

can be seen by comparing Fig. 3.1.1 and Fig. 3.3.1 in the results section. Consequently
a given optimal parameter setting can only be optimal in a specific scenario. What is
more, the suboptimal choice of parameters may result in significantly worse performance
than it would with optimal parameters. In order to tackle the above difficulty, this thesis
offers enhanced techniques to my framework proposed in Thesis II, which is designed
to optimize the performance of existing schema matching solutions to a given schema
matching scenario.
This thesis is divided into the following sections. This first part describes the schema

matcher parameter accuracy characteristics. The second part is dedicated to the pa-
rameter optimization of schema matchers. This main section defines the task of Schema
Matcher Calibration and is further divided into subsections: the first presents the Ref-
erence Approximation, the second subsection presents the Accuracy Measure Maximiza-
tion, while the third subsection is a discussion on these techniques. The third section
presents the experimental results, while the last section is reserved for the conclusions
and future works.

3.2. Schema Matcher Calibration

In this section, I propose my techniques to optimize the parameters of existing composite
schema matching solutions. This group of techniques can be used to find the optimal
parameter set for schema matchers in a given scenario. I refer to this problem as Schema
Matcher Calibration or calibration in short.
The goal of Calibration is to optimize the performance by finding the correct schema

matcher parameters in a given scenario. The optimal parameter set is estimated by using
a reference match (or ground truth) and setting up an objective function containing the
reference match and the similarity values returned by the schema matching components.

• In case of the reference approximation, this objective function is the difference
between the aggregated similarity values and the reference match, by which the
aggregated similarity values are calculated as the weighted sum of schema matching
component similarity values.

• In case of the direct accuracy measure maximization, the objective function is a
given accuracy measure which takes into account the summed similarity value-based
classification and the reference match.

Please find the details later, in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Normally, we would expect a
single optimal parameter tuple, however, the experience shows that there may be some
scenarios where several distinct parameter tuples are optimal as it is shown in Fig. 3.3.3.
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In my approach, the parameters to be optimized encompass the weights of the schema
matcher components and the threshold. However, sometimes a parameter subset may be
excluded from the parameter optimization, i.e. may constitute an implicit coefficient in
the objective function. In such cases, the implicit parameter can be expressed with the
explicit parameters. For example the reference approximation objective function does
not include the threshold. It can be expressed as the lowest matching or the highest
non-matching weighted sum of similarity values (or as their means).
For presentation purposes, I will use the vector form of the similarity values given

the schema matching components. This vector is produced as follows. The similarity
values of the schema matching components are practically stored in a matrix: the first
dimension (rows) represents the schema elements of the first input schema, while the
second dimension (columns) represents the schema elements of the second input schema,
and the similarity value of two input schema elements are stored in the corresponding
cross-section (entries). In my case, the schema elements are exclusively schema entities.
To put it formally, let Ci be the component result matrix of the ith schema matching
component, which matches two input schemas S1 and S2. The rows of Ci are the entities
of the first schema S1, while the columns of Ci are the entities of the second schema S2,
respectively. The elements Ci[j, k] = ej,k are the entity similarity values of jth entity of
schema S1 and kth entity of schema S2 . This matrix is vectorized using the following
transformation (See Formula (3.2.1) and Alg. 6.32).

Ci =


e1,1 e1,2 · · · e1,n
e2,1 e2,2 · · · e2,n
...

...
. . .

...
em,1 em,2 · · · em,n

 −→ ci =


e1,1
e1,2
...
...

em,n

 (3.2.1)

To evaluate the performance of the schema matcher, we need to know the correct
matching of the schema. This ground truth is provided as a reference match. The refer-
ence match is a vector where each entry corresponds to the same entry of the component
result vector defined above, i.e. ci[j] and r[j] pertain to the same entity pair.

Definition 1. Let c be a component result matrix of a schema matching component.
The reference match r is a vector of (r1, r2, . . . , rN ), where rj is given by the indicator
function:

rj =

{
1 If the entity pair belonging to c[j] is related
0 If the entity pair belonging to c[j] is not related

(3.2.2)

The task of schema matcher calibration can be formulated using the following defini-
tions:

Definition 2. Let ε11, ε12, . . . , ε1n and ε21, ε
2
2, . . . , ε

2
m be the schema entities contained in

schemas S1 and S2, respectively. The similarity value is defined as ei,j= S(ε1i , ε
2
j ), where

2q.v. Appendix
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S(ε1i , ε
2
j ) is the schema matcher similarity function with domain [0, 1] characterizing the

relatedness of entities ε1i and ε2j .

Definition 3. Let Ci = (ej,k) for the ith component of schema matcher algorithm A
and ci be the component result vector. The cumulated result matrix C of A is then the
concatenation of vectorsci, if nc is the number of components of A:

C = [ c1 c2 . . . cnc ] (3.2.3)

Definition 4. Let r be the reference match, a vector of elements {0, 1} enlisting the
ground truth for entities pair relatedness in the order of ci = (ej,k). Let wi be the weight
of ith component, then w = (wi) is the weight vector of schema matcher A and τ is the
(entity relatedness similarity value) threshold.

Definition 5. Schema matcher calibration is defined as arg maxw,τ P(C, r, w, τ), where
P(C, r, w, τ) is the objective function taking into account result matrix C and reference
match r, which are subject to the constraints of 0 < wi < 1 and

∑
iwi = 1.

The following subsections present my proposed Schema Matcher Calibration tech-
niques. The reference approximation section enlists three methods: the Canonical, the
Disjunct and the Weighted Reference Approximation. The measure maximization sec-
tion details three more methods: the Precision, the Recall and F-measure Maximization
in accordance with the corresponding target accuracy measure.

3.2.1. Reference Approximation

I define the task of Reference Approximation as to find the tuple of component weights
(i.e. weight setting), by which the mean difference between the aggregated similarity val-
ues and the reference match is minimal. Thus the approximation is practically defined
as the MSE (Mean Squared Error) between the reference and the result matrix. This
proposed method enhances measured accuracy indirectly: by reducing the difference be-
tween the reference and the schema matcher similarity values, the actual values will be
closer the reference, hence – compared to the reference match – the schema matcher ac-
curacy will be higher. The Reference Approximation approach has the benefit of reduced
complexity compared to the Accuracy Measure Maximization (the direct approach) as it
does not involve the threshold value optimization.
In the rest of the thesis, nc will be the number of components and nep is the number

of entity pairs. (Note that nc = |w| and nep = |r| = |ci|.) Also using the earlier defined
notations, the unconstrained task can be formulated as follows (3.2.4):

ŵ ← arg min
w

||r − Cw||2 = arg min
w

nep∑
i=1

ri − nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj

2

(3.2.4)

This unconstrained version can be easily solved using the following approach:
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||r − Cw||2 = (r − Cw)T (r − Cw) = rT r − rTCw − wTCT r + wTCTCw (3.2.5)

Taking into account that
(
wTCT r

)T
= rTCw and rT r is scalar, we need to differentiate

Eq. (3.2.6) with respect to w to minimize the difference between the aggregated similarity
values and the reference match. This observation will have greater importance in the next
section.

wTCTCw − 2rTCw = 0 (3.2.6)

3.2.1.1. Canonical Reference Approximation

The canonical reference approximation is the simplest form of reference approximation
taking into account the constraints of the schema matcher calibration task (Eq. (3.2.7)
and Eq. (3.2.8)). Basically, it is a constrained version of (3.2.4).

0 < wi < 1 (3.2.7)

∑
i

wi = 1 (3.2.8)

ŵ ← arg min
0<w<1,

∑
i wi=1

nep∑
i=1

ri − nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj

2

(3.2.9)

Unfortunately, the application of constraints to the unconstrained reference approxi-
mation eliminates the classic MSE differentiation-based solution of the reference approxi-
mation technique. Considering the presence of both equality (Eq. (3.2.8)) and inequality
constraints (Eq. (3.2.7)), I have opted for the application of QP (Quadratic Program-
ming) [41, 95]. The formula derivation Eq. (3.2.5) is thus an important step towards
the solution of the constrained problem as the QP has a similar target function like Eq.
(3.2.6). The task has the following base form (3.2.10):

x̂← arg min
x∈R,Ax≤b

1

2
xTQx+ cTx (3.2.10)

The inequality constraint Ax < b also allows the employment of equality constraint,
which is usually treated independently: Aeqx = beq. Regarding the already described
linkage between LSE Eq. (3.2.6) and QP Eq. (3.2.10), the sole task remains to convert
the schema matcher calibration constraints to the form Ax < b. (I will treat A and b
distinctly from Aeq and beq.) A, b, Aeq and beq are of sizes 2nc×nc, nc× 1, 1×nc, 1× 1,
respectively.
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A =



1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 1
−1 0 · · · 0
0 −1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · −1


b =



1
1
...
1
−1
−1
...
−1


(3.2.11)

Aeq =
(

1 1 · · · 1
)

beq = (1) (3.2.12)

Taking into account the above written, the canonical reference approximation can be
solved using Alg. 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1 The Canonical Reference Approximation Algorithm
Description: This algorithm calculates the schema matcher weights by which

the difference between the results returned by the algorithm
and the reference is minimal.

Input: C – the cumulated result matrix
r – the reference match

Output: ŵ – the optimal weights

1: procedure CanonRefAppr(C, r)
2: Q← CTC
3: q ← rTC
4: Aeq ←

(
1 1 · · · 1

)
5: beq ← 1

6: A← (In,−In)T

7: b←
(

0 0 · · · 0 −1 −1 · · · −1
)T

8: ŵ ← Solve 1
2w

TQw + qTw subject to Aeqw = beq and Aw < b
9: return ŵ
10: end procedure

The Canonical Reference Approximation is the basis of the other proposed reference
approximation techniques, but is also a full-fledged solution of the reference approxima-
tion problem on its own.

3.2.1.2. Disjunct Reference Approximation

As stated earlier, the reference approximation problem does not target the threshold.
Consequently, the threshold should be assigned posteriorly with one of methods proposed
in section 3.2. Thus the optimal parameter set may – but not necessarily – result in
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overlapping classes [90, 85], i.e. the cluster of matching entity pairs and non-matching
entity pairs overlap impeding the linear separation of the set of related entity pairs from
that of the non-related. Using the disjunct reference approximation, the problem of
overlapping match set is eliminated.

Definition 6. The match set of the schema matching is overlapping, if
minrj=1

∑nc
k=1Cj,kwk ≤ maxrj=0

∑nc
k=1Cj,kwk.

My proposed solution is a two step approach. Firstly the Canonical Reference Ap-
proximation reveals if the result classes overlap or not. (Should they not overlap, then
no more steps are required.) If they overlap, then we should add further constraints to
the original problem, declaring that every matching entity pair should have a similarity
value higher than the threshold and every non-matching entity pair should have similar-
ity value lower than the threshold. Nevertheless, this first steps provides a τ threshold,
which will be the starting point for the disjunct class formation.

∀i[ri = 1] :

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj ≥ τ (3.2.13)

∀i[ri = 0] :

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj < τ (3.2.14)

The constraints (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) can be passed on to problem formulation as
extensions to A and b:

A′ =

(
A

C · (2r − 1)

)
(3.2.15)

b′ =

(
b

τ · (2r − 1)

)
(3.2.16)

In expressions (3.2.15) and (3.2.16), the multiplier (2r − 1) serves for converting the
reference match value domain from {0, 1} to {−1, 1}. The purpose of this conversion is
to efficiently render constraints (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) in the base form of the Quadratic
Programming Eq. (3.2.10), thus A′w < b′ can be used.
The above described, modified canonical reference algorithm is formalized in Alg. 3.2:

3.2.1.3. Weighted Reference Approximation

There could be several scenarios where the quality of the relatedness assessment of certain
entity pairs is more important than that of the others. For this scenario, I propose the
introductions of 0 < θ < 1 preference vector of the same dimension as r containing the
importance factors for the entity pairs. The modified algorithm Alg. 3.3 is as follows:
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Algorithm 3.2 The Disjunct Reference Approximation Algorithm
Description: This algorithm calculates the schema matcher weights by which

the difference between the results returned by the algorithm
and the reference is minimal given that the result
sets shall not overlap.

Input: C – the cumulated result matrix
r – the reference match

Output: ŵ – the optimal weights

1: procedure DisjRefAppr(C, r)
2: Q← CTC
3: q ← rTC
4: Aeq ←

(
1 1 · · · 1

)
5: beq ← 1
6: w̄ ←CanonRefAppr(C, r)
7: τ ←

(
minr i = 1

(∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj

)
+ maxr i = 0

(∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj

))
/2

8: A← (In,−In, C · (2r − 1))T

9: b←
(

0 0 · · · 0 −1 −1 · · · −1, τ · (2r − 1)
)T

10: ŵ ← Solve 1
2w

TQw + qTw subject to Aeqw = beq and Aw < b
11: return ŵ
12: end procedure

3.2.2. Accuracy Measure Maximization

So far I have calibrated schema matcher by defining the accuracy as the difference between
the reference and the schema matchers. On the other hand, we prevalently use the
accuracy measures (1.0.1), (1.0.2) and (1.0.3) to express the accuracy of schema matchers.
Consequently, the parameters can also be optimized if the objective function contains
one or more accuracy measure. I refer to this group of schema matcher calibrators as
Accuracy Measure Maximization.
This method then seeks the parameter tuple – component weights and threshold – by

which a given accuracy measure (e.g. precision, recall, f-measure) is maximal. In order
to achieve this goal, the formula of the accuracy measure is derived so that it contain
the parameters of the schema matching algorithm.
The calculation of the optimal parameter is more complex because the accuracy mea-

sures are based on relatedness classes (viz. the semantic values shall be converted to
classes of “match” and “non-match” for which we have to specify an appropriate thresh-
old value). Hence the objective function is not a continuous function since the task
involves the binomial classification decision about an entity pair being match or not.
This prevents the usage of optimization techniques used in the case of the reference
approximation.
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Algorithm 3.3 The Weighted Reference Approximation Algorithm
Description: This algorithm calculates the schema matcher weights by which

the difference between the results returned by the algorithm
and the reference is minimal given preference weights
for the matchings.

Input: C – the cumulated result matrix
r – the reference match
θ – the preference vector with entity weights

Output: ŵ – the optimal weights

Require: Dim(θ)=Dim(r) . The dimensions of θ and r must be identical
1: procedure WeightedRefAppr(C, r)
2: Q← CTCθ
3: q ← rTCθ
4: Aeq ←

(
1 1 · · · 1

)
5: beq ← 1

6: A← (In,−In)T

7: b←
(

0 0 · · · 0 −1 −1 · · · −1
)T

8: Solve 1
2w

TQw + qTw subject to Aeqw = beq and Aw < b to get ŵ
9: return ŵ
10: end procedure

In the description below, I will use the following definitions along with those introduced
earlier.

Definition 7. Let nep the number of entity pairs. The proposed match vector µp of size
nep × 1 is the vector with elements defined by the following indicator function:

µp(C,w, τ)[i] =

{
1 if

∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj > τ

0 otherwise
(3.2.17)

Definition 8. Let nep the number of entity pairs and r the reference match. The
correctly retrieved match vector µc of size nep× 1 is the vector with elements defined by
the following indicator function:

µc(C,w, τ)[i] =

{
1 if

∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj > τ and ri = 1

0 otherwise
(3.2.18)

Both have the same dimensions and elements as r. As opposed to the reference match,
the proposed match vector entry is 1.0, if the schema matcher classifies the corresponding
entity pair into the set of matches, 0.0 otherwise. The correctly retrieved match vector
is even more constrained: as opposed to the proposed match vector, the entry is 1.0 if
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and only if the match classification is correct. There is a simple correlation between the
proposed match vector and the correctly retrieved match vector given Eq. (3.2.19):3

µc(C,w, τ)[i] = µp(C,w, τ)[i] · r[i] (3.2.19)

Using Eq. (3.2.17), Eq. (3.2.18) and the all-ones vector 1, the accuracy measure precision
P , recall R and f-measure F can be reformulated as Eq. (3.2.20), Eq. (3.2.21) and Eq.
(3.2.22):

P =
1Tµp
1Tµc

=

∑nc
i=1 µp(C,w, τ)[i]∑nc
i=1 µc(C,w, τ)

(3.2.20)

R =
1Tµp
1T r

=

∑nc
i=1 µp(C,w, τ)[i]∑nc

i=1 r[i]
(3.2.21)

F = 2 · P ·R
P +R

= 2 ·
1Tµp
1Tµc

· 1
Tµp
1T r

1Tµp
1Tµc

+
1Tµp
1T r

= 2 · 1Tµc
1Tµp + 1T r

(3.2.22)

Using Eq. (3.2.20), Eq. (3.2.21) and Eq. (3.2.22), the precision, recall and f-measure
maximization tasks can be formulated as below:4

[ŵ, τ̂ ]← arg max
0<w,τ<1,

∑
i wi=1

∑nc
i=1 µp(C,w, τ)[i]∑nc
i=1 µc(C,w, τ)[i]

(3.2.23)

[ŵ, τ̂ ]← arg max
0<w,τ<1,

∑
i wi=1

∑nc
i=1 µp(C,w, τ)[i]∑nc

i=1 r[i]
(3.2.24)

[ŵ, τ̂ ]← arg max
0<w,τ<1,

∑
i wi=1

∑nc
i=1 µc(C,w, τ)[i]∑nc

i=1{µp(C,w, τ)[i] + r[i]}
(3.2.25)

As it can be seen in formulas Eq. (3.2.23), Eq. (3.2.24) and Eq. (3.2.25), the accuracy
measure maximization problem is non-linearly dependent on parameters C, w and τ : they
contain parameter-dependent step function and fractions of them. For this reason, an
adequate, accurate and efficient optimization technique for the solution of these problem
is hard to find. Hence I propose a two step approximation solution to the accuracy
measure maximization based on reference approximation. We firstly calculate the optimal
w using the reference approximation, then we specify τ taking into account the given
accuracy measure as defined below in formulas Eq. (3.2.26), Eq. (3.2.27) and Eq. (3.2.28)
for the precision, recall and f-measure respectively:

τP = max

min
ri=1

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj ,max
ri=0

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj

 (3.2.26)

3The notations µp(C,w, τ) and µc(C,w, τ) are used to express that µp and µc depend on parameters
C, w and τ

4Of course, the (C,w, τ) independent
∑nc
i=1 r[i] part can be omitted from the objective functions in Eq.

(3.2.24) and Eq. (3.2.25).
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τR = min
ri=1

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj (3.2.27)

τF =
1

2

min
ri=1

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj + max
ri=0

nc∑
j=1

Ci,jwj

 (3.2.28)

The approximate maximization method for the precision accuracy measure is described
in Alg. 3.4:

Algorithm 3.4 The Approximate Precision Maximization Algorithm
Description: This algorithm approximately calculates the schema matcher weights

by which the precision measure is maximal.
Input: C – the cumulated result matrix

r – the reference match
Output: ŵ – the optimal weights

τ̂ – the optimal weights

1: procedure MaxPrec(C, r)
2: ŵ ←CanonRefAppr(C, r)
3: τ̂ ← max

(
minr i = 1

(∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj

)
+ maxr i = 0

(∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj

))
4: return ŵ, τ̂
5: end procedure

Another solution to this problem can be the substitution of the indicator functions
µp(C,w, τ) and µc(C,w, τ) with smooth, differentiable functions. In Thesis III, I in-
troduce the concept of threshold functions for schema matching to solve the cutting
threshold problem. The presented threshold function is an ideal substitute function for
indicator functions µp(C,w, τ) and µc(C,w, τ).
I refer to the chosen accuracy measure to be maximized as maximization target. Each

maximization target measure may deliver different solution for the same scenario. For
every single calibration task, the accuracy measure on which the optimization is to per-
formed should be decided upon considering the idiosyncrasies of the accuracy measures
and the integration goal.

3.2.3. Discussion

The techniques presented above are not superior to each other, but they are applicable
in different scenarios.
If we do not consider any kind of actual accuracy measure, then we should opt for

the Canonical Reference Approximation. Further, if the match sets overlap, then the
Disjunct Reference Approximation can be a remedy. If the matching accuracy of certain
entity pairs is of key importance, then the Weighted Reference Approximation is a good
choice.
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Figure 3.3.1.: Mean Squared Error as a function schema matcher component weights.

On the other hand, if we have a given accuracy measure as optimization target, then
the Accuracy Measure Maximization is ideal. In this scenario, there is another important
choice to be made, namely the selection of the actual accuracy measure. Depending on
the optimization priority, precision or recall may constitute the ideal maximization target
instead of the standard f-measure based maximization.
The distinction between the two approaches of the accuracy – the indirect, reference-

result difference based and direct, accuracy measure value based – may not constitute
an important question most of the times, because the more close approximation is, the
higher the accuracy measure is. However, I have seen – and we can devise – scenarios
where the two approaches did not result in the same optimal parameter set. (See next
section 3.3.)

3.3. Experiment results

In this section, I present the results attained with my schema matching parameter op-
timization techniques. I have conducted several experiments to obtain the optimal pa-
rameter sets of algorithms in different scenarios. Tests were executed on four schema
matching scenarios and with some 20 algorithm components5.
In this section, I will present a particular test scenario with the intention to visualize

the impact of the parameters to the accuracy. This scenario involves the matching of two
company schemas with three component result matrices produced by the NTA algorithm.
Fig. 3.3.1 shows the approximation results. Note, that the approximation is expressed as
MSE, however, the entity pairwise squared error may be larger by each weight setting.
The optimal parameter setting is where the approximation is closest to the ground truth,
i.e. where the MSE is minimal. On Fig. 3.3.1, it is marked with label MMSE. The
three charts shows the accuracy as a function of w1−w2, w2−w3 and w1−w3, respectively.
I use another approach to visualize the approximation as a function of the weights:

the ternary plot. The ternary plot [57] is usually used in the field of chemistry and

5as listed in section 4.2
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Figure 3.3.2.: Ternary plot of the reference approximation of the test scenario

related scopes of interest to visualize material blends, but may also be used for Java
workload visualization [32]. Each point of the ternary plot represents a given mixture
of the three input materials (as expressed in percentages). In other words, the ternary
plot is an equilateral triangle, where a given coordinate represents the ratios of the three
variables. Consequently the sum of the three variables should sum to a constant, usually
one6. The same approach could be capitalized on in the field of schema matching, since
many of schema matcher has three components, but we should treat schema matcher
components instead of input materials. In case of the substance mixing, the sum of the
ratios of all mixed compounds is unity, just like in the case of schema matcher component
aggregation. The following Eq (3.3.1) specifies the Cartesian coordinates of a particular
weight vector with three weights:

(x, y, z) =

(
1

2
(2 · w3 + w1),

√
3

2
(1− w2 − w3),MSE

)
(3.3.1)

Thus the ternary plot of the first scenario is depicted on Fig. 3.3.2. The approximation
in the worst case is MSEmax = 0.104 (by wmax = [1, 0, 0]) and MSEmin = 0.14 (by
wmin = [0.16, 0.2, 0.64]) by optimal parameters. Compared to the worst case, the optimal
parameter settings will result in a 50.4% average approximation improvement7. This can
be seen as substantial improvement even if the difference between the MSE of the worst
and the optimal case is only 0.036. The significance of this relatively small difference is
further accentuated by presenting the f-measure (the accuracy measure) as a function
of the parameters in the followings. (See Fig. 3.3.3 and Fig. 3.3.4) The Table 3.1 lists
the optimal weights obtained by using the different reference approximation technique
proposed in this thesis. The last row shows the weights in the hypothetical case where
no constraints apply regarding the sum and the domain of the weights.
Since I gained a non-overlapping result class using the Canonical Reference Approxima-

tion, I obtained the same parameter tuple using the Disjunct Reference Approximation
6especially if ratios are concerned
7calculated as

√
1−MSEmax/MSEmin
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w1 w2 w3

Canonical 0.160 0.206 0.634
Disjunct 0.160 0.206 0.634
Weighted 0.00 0.139 0.861

Unconstrained 0.326 0.677 0.840

Table 3.1.: The optimal weights in the Company scenario

technique. Hence the first and the second row of Table 3.1 are the same. The preference
vector θ employed for the weighted reference approximation was defined so that it gave
higher preference values for two of the four matching pairs. This preference has shifted
the component weights towards the third component. The unconstrained weights also
show us the component accuracy for this scenario, since the components with higher
weights contribute more to the reference approximates. It is also important to note that
the component ranking is the same by every reference approximation method applied,
which fact has special importance regarding Thesis II, in chapter 5.
The problem with the f-measure visualization was that it is more intricate than the

reference approximation. As opposed to this latter schema matcher calibration technique
group, the accuracy measure maximization involves the threshold among the parameters
to be optimized as it was presented in Section 3.2. Hence I devised a surface diagram
specifically for this application. It displays the accuracy as the function of the thresh-
old and the cumulate weight distribution. This latter cumulate weight distribution is
basically composed of the derivative parameters div1 and div28. These are two interval
division points which divide the interval [0, 1] into three subintervals. The length of these
subintervals represent the three weights. We can set a limit to the number of computed
surface points by defining the number interval devision points. This the β devision factor,
and the formulas of div1 and div2can be given by Eq. (3.3.2) and Eq. (3.3.3):

div1 =
w1

(1) · β
(3.3.2)

div2 =
w2

(1) · β · (1− w1)
(3.3.3)

Finally div1 and div2 are combined into a single value based on the assigned place
values (represented by the α multiplication factor): α · div1 + div2. The application of
α · div1 + div2 has the additional benefit that it continuously covers the whole parameter
search space as opposed to the application of α · w1 + w2, which causes gaps in the plot
surface. I refer to this plot as Parameter-Accuracy Characteristic Map (PACM). The
Cartesian coordinates of the PACM is given by the Eq. (3.3.4):

(x, y, z) = (α · div1 + div2, τ, F ) (3.3.4)

8for three-weight scenario
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Figure 3.3.3.: The Parameter-Accuracy Characteristic Map (PACM) of the test scenario

w1 w2 w3

Scenario 1 0.160 0.206 0.634
Scenario 2 0.579 0.000 0.421
Scenario 3 0.000 0.680 0.320
Scenario 4 0.220 0.280 0.500
Scenario 5 0.236 0.397 0.367

Table 3.2.: The optimal weights in various scenarios

I obtained the following PACM for the presented test scenario. (See Fig. 3.3.3 and
Fig. 3.3.4)
There are several idiosyncrasies to note in Fig. 3.3.3. The first among these is that

the PACM has large flat surface, i.e. isopoints. Secondly, it is apparent from Fig.
3.3.3 that it is easy to choose parameters by which the schema matcher will become
suboptimal. Lastly, there are but a few optimal point where the schema matcher accuracy
is optimal. Regarding the whole search space displayed in Fig. 3.3.3, the average f-
measure is 0.45, thus the average parameter choice substantially under-performs. It is
also conspicuous that null accuracy is also possible in the exact same scenario by several
parameter settings.
I found confirmation to my presumption in the results that no globally optimal param-

eter set exists; it should always be determined for the particular scenario in question. I
have also observed that even a small approximation (MSE) deviation may lead to serious
under-performance in the accuracy (f-measure). The table presents some of the optimal
parameter sets I have obtained: (See Table 3.2)
As we can see in Table 3.2, the optimal weights significantly differ in different scenarios.

Also, there were scenarios where one of the components were superfluous (i.e. ∃wi = 0),
cf. Scenarios 2 and 3. Furthermore, in some scenarios the weights were more equilibrate,
especially in Scenario 5. All in all, the results in Table 3.2 and other experiments sup-
ported my assumption about the significant variance of the optimal weights in different
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Figure 3.3.4.: Detailed view of the Parameter-Accuracy Characteristic Map (PACM) of
the test scenario

scenarios.

3.4. Conclusions and future works

In this thesis, I have presented the problem of schema matching calibration. I have
put special emphasis on the characteristic of the accuracy of schema matchers, and its
scenario dependency.
I have elaborated a new group of analytical methods which were designed to optimize

the parameters of schema matching algorithms to a given scenario. Two main categories
of parameter optimization techniques have been introduced: the reference approximation
and the direct accuracy measure maximization. I have proposed several efficient methods
in each category.
The objective of the reference approximation approach is to minimize the average

squared error between the aggregated similarity values and the reference match. Three
related methods have been described: the canonical, the disjunct and the weighted refer-
ence approximation. By the direct accuracy measure maximization, the objective func-
tions are the specific derivatives of the precision, the recall and the f-measure which only
contain the parameters of a given schema matcher.
I have also proposed visualization techniques capable of continuously displaying the

accuracy as a function of schema matching parameters with all the applicable constraints
in order to demonstrate the attained accuracy improvements: the ternary diagram based
(reference approximation), and the Parameter-Accuracy Characteristic Map (accuracy
measure maximization) which displays the accuracy as a function of the threshold and
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the transformed weights.
One key finding of my experiments is that the schema matchers may severely under-

perform if the parameters are not set correctly. What is more, the optimal parameter
setting should be defined to a particular scenario in question, i.e. there is no globally
optimal parameter setting. I have also conducted several experiments to show the perfor-
mance improvement potential of my proposed schema matcher optimization techniques.
Furthermore, the characteristics of my optimization approaches have been demonstrated.
It has been shown that the Reference Approximation has a smooth accuracy character-
istic function with exactly one optimal point, as opposed to the accuracy maximization.
I investigate the possible application of further numerical optimization techniques.

For example, proximal gradient methods enable to solve convex optimization techniques
with non-differentiable objective functions. This quality is exactly what is required for
accuracy measure maximization.
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of schema matching algorithms

Abstract — Schema matchers are not infallible, consequently they need to improve on
accuracy. The performance of the schema matcher is scenario-dependent, hence I in-
tended to create universal methods which enable their optimization for a given scenario.
These optimization methods also include those that find the optimal schema matchers for
a given scenario. These methods will be presented in this thesis. I also endeavored to
better exploit the capabilities of existing solutions, so I performed a comprehensive exper-
imental analysis of them. Hence I devised a systematical approach for the comparative
evaluation of the schema matching components: the Comparative Component Analysis.
It provides an unbiased ranking among input schema matcher components. Based on the
ranking, the most reliable components can be used to construct a new schema matcher
with improved accuracy: the recombined matcher. Furthermore I present a new framework
which enables the scenario-based optimization of schema matching solutions incorporating
the Schema Matcher Calibration and the Comparative Component Analysis. A numerical
evaluation of these techniques is also included in this thesis.

4.1. Introduction

In the previous thesis, I have proposed two approaches and several techniques for the
parameter optimization of schema matchers. Having a calibrated algorithm at hand,
more accurate results were observed. The consumed extra time remains an issue, though
I took special care to avoid any unnecessary time expense.
As I explored the schema matching related works in the literature, I found that sev-

eral schema matcher accuracy evaluation testings have been carried out under diverse
special conditions. The consequence is that schema matchers did not face the same chal-
lenge. I found this assessment deficiency a serious issue, because it entails that hinders
their objective comparison. The unbiased, justified performance of the examined schema
matchers can only be measured if they are evaluated under the exact same conditions.
That is to say, the test environment should be the same for each schema matcher and
the schema matcher should be prepared for this environment. These prerequisites can
be provided by a predefined test schema set and a pre-run optimization of the schema
matchers. The obtained unbiased performance can be used to set up an ascending or
descending rank among schema matchers.
Another preliminary problem is the “black-box” like schema matcher analysis in the

literature. Namely, the proposed schema matchers have been evaluated as a whole, but
not their constituting parts. My goal was to gain insight into the working efficiency of
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the schema matcher parts, because the “black-box” analysis prohibited the performance
improvement of existing solutions. Hence I decomposed the analyzed schema matchers
into minimal independently functional parts, called schema matching components. A
subsequent question was the exhaustiveness of the gained component list, so I extended
the obtained schema matcher component set with related alternative implementations.
To give an example, the question of possible omission of the runtime-inefficient thesauri
queries was addressed by an alternative implementation, where the query was substi-
tuted with simple syntactical string comparators. Otherwise the working principle was
retained. We should also inspect whether the alternative implementation can keep up in
performance with the original.
It has turned out that the schema matcher component ranks are usually only valid

for a given scenario. This characteristic has not been observed previously. On the other
hand, it has become apparent after the first few test runs that certain schema matcher
components outperform the others, no matter what the test conditions are. Among these
components, there are some which did not get the attention that they would deserve in
terms of performance potential. After all, the schema matcher component rank can
be used to select the most accurate components from the constituting parts extracted
from the input schema matcher set. This established set defines the components of
an enhanced schema matcher, called the recombined matcher, while the components
and the interconnection of the selected schema matchers defines the composition scheme
for the optimal schema matcher in the given scenario. The recombined matcher then
incorporates many benefits of the existing schema matchers, while omitting the inefficient
parts.
In order to systematically exploit the potentials of the composition scheme – instead

of the ad-hoc selection of schema matcher components –, I defined a schema matcher
optimization framework, which generates the recombined matcher for a given schema
matching scenario with as much automation as possible. The construction of the re-
combined matcher is only possible if methods are provided for the adequate, objective,
distortion-free, performance-based ranking of the schema matcher components. I propose
the Comparative Component Analysis as the generic component ranking approach, in
which several ranking methods are incorporated. (See section 4.4.)
This thesis is divided into sections as follows. This first section is the prologue. The

second section enumerates the analyzed schema matching components, while the third
one presents the schema matcher optimization framework. This section is further divided
into subsections: the first subsection formally describes the framework elements, while
the second subsection details the parallelization possibilities and the lifecycle manage-
ment. In section four, the Comparative Component Analysis is described. The results
of the experimental evaluation are summarized in section five, while the conclusions are
presented in section six.
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4.2. Schema matching components

In order to be able to construct a more efficient matcher from the input schema matchers,
they have to dissembled into components. The schema matcher components can be
defined as the smallest stand-alone part of the schema matcher, which is capable of
schema matching on its own. Hence I analyzed the existing schema matchers and then
the schema matcher component set has been defined.
On the other hand, several factors indicated that this component set is not exhaustive

set and should be extended with some related components: some components appeared
unnecessary complex resulting in computation heavy execution. So it has become my
understanding that a small modification of the existing schema matchers can be beneficial
because of the followings. The modification may cause performance boost, or – even if the
performance boost has not been achieved – the complexity can be substantially reduced.
Schema matching components – like schema matchers – are classified into categories.

These are the same categories which are presented in section 1. The schema matcher
categorization is necessary even among components, because a certain type of schema
matcher cannot be compared to another: they differ so significantly in working principle
that they complement each other rather than competing each other. Sometimes a cer-
tain type of schema matcher incorporates another type, e.g. the context-based structural
matcher should have a linguistic evaluator. Also, I differentiated between pure syntac-
tic and semantic linguistic matchers. This latter category typically uses external term
dictionaries like thesauri, taxonomy or ontology. I refer to this category as vocabular
matchers, but others refer to similar matchers as auxiliary information based schema
matchers. I extracted components from three schema matchers and augmented the ob-
tained component set with the modified components, as described above. All in all, the
20 components are enumerated below with brief descriptions of the working principle.

• Linguistic matchers

– NTA linguistic matcher: rough, score based string comparator. Returns
1.0 in case of full string match and 0.5 in case of substring match, 0.0 otherwise.

– Prefix/Suffix based matcher for names: returns the number of common
prefixes and suffixes in the entity names relative to the entity name length.

– Prefix/Suffix based matcher for types: similar to the previous Pre-
fix/Suffix based matcher for names, but this version examines the entity types.

– Prefix based matcher for names: returns the number of common prefixes
in the entity names proportioned to the entity name length.

– Prefix based matcher for types: similar to the Prefix based matcher for
names, but this component examines the entity type.

• Vocabular matchers

– WordNet based word matcher for names: the semantic similarity of en-
tity names is measured using a WordNet queries. The queries are used for
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defining the number of concepts between the input terms, as well as their rel-
ative position. The query is executed for entity names, without tokenization.

– WordNet based word matcher for types: same as WordNet based word
matcher for names, but the input is the entity type.

– WordNet based sentence matcher for names: same as WordNet based
word matcher for names, but names are tokenized into single words and the
similarity is evaluated for the sentence.

– WordNet based sentence matcher for types: same as WordNet based
sentence matcher for names, but the input is the entity type.

– NTA related terms similarity: evaluates the similarity of the entity re-
lated terms. It employs the NTA linguistic matcher for the term similarity
evaluation. Its peculiarity is that the best matching counterpart is the evalu-
ation base for every related term. The similarity value is established relative
to the cardinality of the joined set.

• Structural matchers

– NTA attribute similarity: this a recursive structural matcher which tra-
verses the schema graph and incorporates the similarity of lower level nodes
in the similarity assessment, if available. If not available, then this evaluator
takes into account the attribute similarities.

– Flooding similarity: constructs the extended similarity propagation graph
out of the input schema graphs and iteratively floods the node similarities.

– WordNet based ancestor context similarity: evaluates the similarity of
the ancestor context, for which the node similarities are given by WordNet.

– WordNet based child context similarity: evaluates the similarity of the
child context, for which the node similarities are given by WordNet.

– WordNet based leaf context similarity: evaluates the similarity of the
leaf context, for which the node similarities are given by WordNet.

– String comparison based ancestor context similarity: evaluates the
similarity of the ancestor context, for which the node similarities are given by
string comparison.

– String comparison based child context similarity: evaluates the simi-
larity of the child context, for which the node similarities are given by string
comparison.

– String comparison based leaf context similarity: evaluates the simi-
larity of the leaf context, for which the node similarities are given by string
comparison.

– Direct ancestor similarity using WordNet: evaluates the similarity of
the father nodes, for which the node similarities are given by WordNet.
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– Direct ancestor similarity using string comparison: evaluates the sim-
ilarity of the father nodes, for which the node similarities are given by string
comparison.

4.3. The schema matcher optimization framework

My goal was to create a unified, systematic schema matcher optimization approach,
which offers a solid frame for the schema matcher optimization with as much flexible
and variable elements as possible. These considerations lead to the definition of the
schema matcher optimization framework. This framework consists of abstract elements
which are placeholders for any adequately chosen concrete technique and requires the
following inputs: the set of schema matchers (which also contains the initial set of schema
matching components), and a schema set (for training and evaluation purposes). After
the systematic execution of the schema matcher framework elements, it provides the
following outputs: an optimal (recombined) schema matcher, and a schema match (given
by the optimal schema matcher). The schema matching framework is depicted on Fig.
4.3.1: it shows the contained elements, their execution sequence, as well as the framework
input and output.

4.3.1. The framework elements

In this section, the framework elements and their expected operational mechanism are
unfolded. The schema matching framework elements are formally defined with the ap-
plicable textual description of these elements. The formalism is further accented by the
introduction of abstract functions linked to the framework elements.
The following notations will be used. Si is the ith schema of the input schema set.

RS() is schema subset relevancy function, while Li is the learning set of schema of Si.
MI denotes the manual initial matching1. The abstract function M(εi, εj) returns a
similarity value for entities εi and εj , while CI(Si) converts the schema Si from the US

(the schema universe) into the Input Format. Correspondingly, S is the aggregated
converted schema set, on which the optimization shall be carried out. Similarly, Ai is
the ith schema matchers of UA (the schema matcher universe). F(Ai) is the abstract
function which characterizes the relevancy of schema matcher Ai. The abstract function
D(Ai) denotes the decomposition of the schema matcher Ai into components Ci . . . Cj .
The extended component set, C ′ is called the component extension set, and Cp denotes a
candidate extension component for this component extension set. The abstract function
CSM(Ci, Cj) characterizes the relative performance of components Ci and Cj , which
result is stored in the performance value πi. M is the recombined matcher made out of the
components which proved themselves the most reliable (obtained the highest πi values).
The schema matcher calibration is represented by the abstract function P(C, S,MI),
which returns optimal parameters of schema matching components C on the converted
schema set S.: the weight vector w and threshold τ . The recombined matcher is defined

1the index “I” underlines its initial nature
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Figure 4.3.1.: The schema matching framework
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by the optimal schema matching components C and its optimized parameters: the weight
vector w and threshold τ .
The elements of the schema matching framework are listed below:

1. Learning Set Definition: The learning schema subset is defined for training
purposes. (The learning set will be supplied to the employed supervised learning
methods.) Considering the training purposes, the learning schema subset should
be representative, yet small compared to the whole schema, i.e. concise.

Li =

{
l| arg max

S
RS (l) , l ∈ Si

}
(4.3.1)

2. Manual Initial Matching: The prerequisite for the training is to provide the
reference match of the learning set. If it is not available, then the involvement of
human schema matching expert is unavoidable. They should provide the match
of the learning schema subset, which will be the ground truth. The employed
supervised learning techniques are trained on this reference match.

MI =
∑
ei∈Lm

∑
ej∈Ln

M(εi, εj) (4.3.2)

3. Conversion into the Input Format: Schemas may be fragmented into several
parts and may contain information which is irrelevant for the schema matching
scenario. The input schemas shall be converted into a format which can be easily
processed by the schema matcher. The format should contain all relevant informa-
tion, yet it should be devoid of superfluous information. The optimization processes
utilize this optimized format.

S =
∑

Si∈US
CI(Si) (4.3.3)

4. Initial Input Algorithm Set Definition: Schema matchers are first processed in
this step. A set of schema matchers which includes all of the relevant and reliable
schema matching approaches is compiled. They may even constitute a schema
matching component in themselves, but it is recommended to decompose them.

A =
{
Ai|maxF(Ai), Ai ∈ UA

}
(4.3.4)

5. Algorithm Decomposition: Every single schema matcher should be dissembled
into components. This approach allows us the detailed performance analysis, and
– more importantly – the construction of a recombined matcher. The obtained
schema matching components are ranked by the Comparative Component Analysis.

C = {Ci|Ai ∈ A⇒ Ci . . . Cj = D(Ai)} (4.3.5)
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6. Component Set Extension:2 The component set obtained by the algorithm
decomposition can be extended with one or more extra components which are
defined on the basis of an already included component. The benefit of this extension
is twofold: a wider spectrum of components may have higher accuracy potential
or the cooperation of yet unpaired mechanisms may result in unexpected accuracy
improvement (matching mechanism remix).3

C ′ = {Cp|∃i : Cp ∼ Ci} (4.3.6)

C ← C ∪ C ′ (4.3.7)

7. Comparative Component Analysis: The schema matching components are
ranked based on their performance. This method and several ranking bases are de-
tailed in section 4.4. The output can be used to determine the building components
of the recombined matcher, as well as the composition scheme.

πi =

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

CSM(Ci, Cj) (4.3.8)

8. Recombined Matcher Construction: The recombined matcher is built by
defining the composition scheme of the highest performing schema matching com-
ponents provided by the previous element. Alternative component implementations
or composition schemes may be applied if feasible. The number of schema match-
ing components is usually limited, but this is not a must. Hybrid matchers use
different types of schema matching components.

M =

{
Ci|max

Ci
(πi), i ≤ 3

}
(4.3.9)

9. Parameter Calibration: The optimal parameter set for the new recombined
matcher is established, for which one of the calibration techniques of section 3.2.1
and 3.2.2 can be used. This element is one of the – if not the – most important
steps of the whole optimization process, as the recombined matcher is also prone
to serious underperformance in the absence of proper parameter optimization as
detailed in Thesis I.4

w, τ ← arg max
w,τ

P(C, S,MI) (4.3.10)

To put it into words, the schemas are processed separately from the schema matchers to
foster parallelism. The first of the schema related elements is the learning set definition.

2Optional element
3Consider for example a given structural matcher using syntactic a linguistic internal evaluator, instead
of the original semantic one in [23].

4An alternative form of what can be found in section 3.2 is used hereby: appears as applied to the
recombined matcher.
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We should select those schema elements5 which will be supplied to the human evaluator
in the manual initial matching phase. This selection may a random choice, but a better
approach is to use metrics instead. These metrics may comprise node centrality, density,
ancestor number, descendant number, leaf number, label semantics (like term impor-
tance, term-scenario similarity6), etc. It is also important to predefine the learning set
size. A larger learning set may result in higher accuracy, but also entails longer human
evaluation time.
The selected learning set is then supplied to a group of experts – the human evaluators

– who will match the elements of this subschema. The required number of experts
depends on the particular scenario and on the learning set size. Large learning sets may
completely inhibit the effective cooperation of human evaluators. The human evaluators
may divide the task among them, but they can also cooperate on the whole learning set
by making majority based decisions. Nevertheless the whole input schema set7 and the
manual initial match must be converted into the input format. This input format should
contain all of the relevant schema description features, while omitting the ineffective
ones. The input should be supplied as a whole, i.e. the fragmented schema descriptions
should be united during the conversion process. Also, several schema description formats
are available beyond XSD, which is one more reason to employ the conversion into input
format.
Regarding the other main sequence, our first task is to take into account the existing

schema matchers. The reason is that the recombined matcher can only supersede ex-
isting schema matchers if the most potent matchers serve as input. While we take into
account the existing schema matchers, we have to perform a preliminary performance
assessment in order to able to select the most potent schema matchers of them. For this
purpose, preliminary performance or relevancy indicators can be used. There are several
possibilities to define such a preliminary performance indicator; the basis can be: the
results given by the authors of the schema matcher, general and specific knowledge on
the working mechanism of the schema matcher, prior experience with similar solutions,
and precursory schema matcher test run8. This preliminary performance assessment can
be used to define the input schema matcher set9, which is followed by the prior analysis.
A prior analysis is needed to identify the working principles of the schema matchers,
hence we can decide on their similarities and differences. This prior schema matcher
analysis may also spare runtime by the early elimination of ineffective and unreliable
schema matchers.
As next, the selected schema matchers shall be decomposed. Since many schema

matchers are composed of easily separable components10, the decomposition should not
cause major difficulty. The task may become perplexing if a component is incorporated in

5typically some schema entities
6semantic distance
7the schema universe
8called “shallow tests”
9the schema matcher universe

10See the composite schema matcher
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others, i.e. one component is not easily separable from the other 11. In this situation, we
can try to identify stand-alone subroutines or independent subprograms. For examples
of schema matching components, consult the component list in section 4.2. To sum up
briefly, we are seeking the smallest parts of the schema matchers which are capable of
independent decision making.
The prefiltering of the schema matcher universe is important as it is, but the loss

induced by the preliminary elimination of schema matchers ought to be compensated.
I have compensated for this loss by defining new components based on the existing
ones. As already stated, alternative implementation and minor modification to existing
components are proposed to extend the component set. Also, the different working
principles of schema matching components can be combined in a new component, which
may entail enhanced performance characteristic. For example, the dictionary queries
may be substituted for a pure syntactic evaluator in the WordNet based context matcher
[23], whereby substantial runtime cost be spared.
Comparative Component Analysis is a key element in the schema matcher optimization

process. In this thesis, several ranking bases are offered, which can be used for ranking
the components using a given performance metric12. In addition to that, the set of
presented ranking bases is not even exhaustive: any other performance based method
can be added as long as they qualify as a relevant, effective and accurate ranking basis.
Nonetheless, the methods listed in section 4.4 proved itself a sufficient and comprehensive
set of ranking bases. As it will be demonstrated, more than one ranking bases can also
be used by aggregating independent performance values given by the different ranking
bases. This approach is also good for multi-aspect performance evaluation: the most
reliable schema matching components are those which are graded so by the majority of
ranking bases.
Having a ranking of prefiltered schema matching components at hand, they can be

used to produce the recombined matcher. The construction of the recombined matcher
should take place based on the composition scheme. If it is neither trivial nor available,
it should be elaborated in this step. Also, if we aim for a hybrid matcher, the balance
of schema matcher types should be heeded. That is why the categorization of schema
matching components is required. If a certain schema matching component significantly
outperforms the others, then the others can even be eliminated13. All the same, the ap-
plication of more than one component from a single category14 may result in interference.
Since the performance of schema matching components is scenario-dependent, the opti-
mal component set may be different for different scenarios. If the application of a certain
component is not always possible or linked to an uncertain precondition, the components
can be combined conditionally. For example, the recombined matcher presented in this
thesis contains the combination of the WordNet sentence matcher and the NTA related
terms similarity based matcher: if the related term sets are not supplied to the schema
entities, then and only then a WordNet query is performed. The underlying consideration

11e.g. a structural matcher incorporates an embedded linguistic matcher
12cf. section 4.4
13this latter case is not typical
14in the case of hybrid matchers, the components are required to be of different categories
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is the following: the WordNet query is always feasible, however, inefficient. On the other
hand, the NTA related terms similarity clearly excels as demonstrated in section 4.5.1,
but the related term set is not always available15. As this example shows, the variability
of the included scenarios should be considered by the component composition, and the
complexity can be significantly reduced in some scenarios using this approach.
At last, the optimal parameters of the recombined matcher should be defined. For

this purpose, the calibration techniques of Thesis I can be used. As the performance of
schema matcher vary on a large scale16, the calibration is quintessential. Without the
proper parameters, the recombined matcher is prone to perform suboptimal.

4.3.2. Parallelization and lifecycle management in the framework

The elements of the schema matching framework may be executed sequentially, but the
runtime can be considerably reduced if appropriate parallelization is introduced in the
system. This parallelization also enables the lifecycle management of the framework as
the set of schema matchers and schemas change.
The first few frameworks elements can be ordered into independent execution branches.

One branch concerns the input schema related processing tasks, while the other concerns
those of the input schema matcher processing. These branches can be executed con-
currently. The input of the first branch is the schema set, while the input of the other
branch is the schema matcher set. (See fig. 4.3.2)
This parallelization permits to selectively react to the changes of the schema matching

optimization environment. If the set of input schema matchers or the set of the schemas
change, not necessarily all elements of the framework shall be re-executed. If a schema
matcher is added, removed or changed, only the branch containing schema matcher
processing elements – and those followed – shall be reiterated. Then again, when the
schema set changes – in so far as the schema matchers remain the same – only the schema
processing elements – and those followed – shall be re-executed. Fig. 4.3.2 shows the
details.
Obviously, substantial runtime can be spared by the introduced parallelization and the

selective framework element execution in case of partial input change.

4.4. Comparative Component Analysis

Comparative Component Analysis is then my proposed schema matcher optimization
approach which can be used to rank schema matching components and find the most
efficient one among them. It provides an accuracy-based component ranking for a given
schema matching scenario.
The accuracy-based component ranking is provided by the performance comparison of

the schema matching components. The performance is determined by the ranking base.
Principally arbitrary chosen ranking base can be used, but I suggest the application of

15although it may be extracted. cf. section 6.2.2.1
16See Fig. 3.1.1 and 3.3.3
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Learning Set Definition
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Optimal Schema Matcher

Scenario change?

new schema new schema matcher

end of life

Figure 4.3.2.: Activity diagram of the schema matching framework

decision support based techniques and particularly that of the decision trees, because
they are easily interpretable and evaluable. Also, the employed tree pruning makes them
usable by very large inputs.
A further applicable decision support approach is the attribute weighting. Attribute

weighting can be seen as group of performance evaluation techniques which incorporates
techniques like Gini Index, Information Gain and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
based attribute weighting [90]. In my proposition, these techniques should be used to
assess the schema matching component relevance as the attributes compared to the class
labels [3]. Put it another way, the higher attribute weighting of a component interprets
itself as higher component relevance, which characteristic makes the attribute weighting
an admissible ranking base. Following the notations of [90] and [85], Gini Index and
Information Gain are calculated as follows. X = {x0, . . . , xnc} is a discrete variable17,
and P (xi) denotes the probability of the event P (X) = xi. c is the number of classes and
|X| denotes the size of X. The entropy is denoted with H(X), while the Gini Index is
denoted with Gini(X) and the Information Gain is denoted with ∆info(X, a) if candidate

17the cumulated result matrix in this case
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attribute a of X is chosen. ({x ∈ X|xa = i} refers to the entries, where ath attribute of
X equals to i.)

H(X) = −
c−1∑
i=0

P (xi) log2 P (xi) (4.4.1)

Gini(X) = 1−
c−1∑
i=0

[P (xi)]
2 (4.4.2)

∆info(X, a) = H(X)−
c−1∑
i=0

|{x ∈ X|xa = i}|
|X|

H({x ∈ X|xa = i}) (4.4.3)

The different ranking bases usually rank the components differently, but not neces-
sarily. My experiments contained some scenarios where every ranking base ranked the
components the same. Should the ranking be significantly different, we can further in-
vestigate the reason of this difference and decide which ranking base will be chosen. In
addition to that, the performance values given by the different ranking bases can also be
aggregated in order to reflect more than one performance metrics. The ranking itself is
carried out as follows. Every individual schema matching components match the input
schemas and subsequently a rank is compiled based on the accuracy of the matches.
The following Alg. 4.1 presents the Comparative Component Analysis. (If decision

support techniques are not applicable, then the MSE shall be the ranking base by default.)

4.5. Experiment results

The experimental evaluation of the Comparative Component Analysis and of the opti-
mized schema matcher produced by the proposed schema matcher optimization frame-
work will be presented in this section. This section is divided into further subsections:
the first one presents the component ranking produced by the Comparative Component
Analysis, the second one details the performance superiority of the recombined matcher
over the input matchers, and the third one is a brief overview on the performance im-
provement potential inherent in the schema matching framework.

4.5.1. Component ranking with Comparative Component Analysis

In order that Comparative Component Analysis be efficient, optimal ranking bases should
be chosen as detailed in section 4.4. In this section, four ranking bases will be used: Gini
Index, Information Gain, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Decision Tree based
attribute weighting. For a comprehensive component evaluation, the schema matching
components of section 4.2 have been ranked by the aforementioned ranking bases.
Some important aspects of the evaluation should be accentuated. Firstly, some com-

ponents have been applied to both entity names and types, separately. Later, it has
turned out that this differentiation does not worth it: the application of the component
to both entity names and types did not result in significant difference of the performance
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Algorithm 4.1 The Comparative Component Analysis Algorithm
Description: This algorithm ranks the schema matcher components

using various predefined methods.
Input: C – the cumulated result matrix

r – the reference match
µ – the ranking base

Output: ô – the component rank vector

1: procedure MaxPrec(C, r)
2: for i← 1, n do
3: switch µ do . Rank every component Ci based on the chosen µ
4: case 1
5: δi ←C45TreeRank(C1, C2, . . . , Cn, r)
6: case 2
7: δi ←GiniIndexRank(C1, C2, . . . , Cn, r)
8: case 3
9: δi ←InformationGainRank(C1, C2, . . . , Cn, r)
10: case 4
11: δi ←PCARank(C1, C2, . . . , Cn, r)
12: default
13: δi ←

∑nep
i=1

(
ri −

∑nc
j=1Ci,jwj

)2
14: end for
15: ô←Order components Ci by δi
16: return ô
17: end procedure

values18 in the examined test scenarios. The reason is that the denomination used for
the names and types did not differ significantly. Secondly, certain schema matching
components showed consistent underachievement.19 Thirdly, Fig. 4.5.1 shows only the
most characteristic subset of the performance values and the rank to keep the evaluation
concise, yet demonstrative. The following components are shown out of those described
in section 4.2: Ancestor context, Child context, Flooding, Leaf context, NTA attributes,
NTA name, NTA related terms, WordNet-based evaluator, Prefix/Suffix matching. These
components comprise linguistic, vocabular and structural schema matching techniques.
Besides the performance values produced by the Gini Index, Information Gain, Princi-

pal Component Analysis (PCA) ranking bases, their summed performance is also marked
on Fig. 4.5.120. The distinction between entity names and type is only used for the Pre-

18See the Prefix/Suffix matching in Fig. 4.5.1.
19See the Ancestor context similarity.
20See the green bar
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Figure 4.5.1.: The component weightings results for three test scenarios

fix/Suffix matching, merely to show the degree of their typical difference. Based what we
can learn from Fig. 4.5.1, the top-echelon components embrace Prefix/Suffix matching
(type), WordNet-based evaluator (specifically the WordNet based sentence matcher for
types), the NTA related terms and the the NTA attributes. The second rank components
embrace the NTA name, the Leaf context and the Prefix/Suffix matching (name).
The Gini Index and the Information Gain based property weightings conveyed fun-

damentally the same results as it is apparent from the ranking of Fig. 4.5.1. The
WordNet-based evaluator and the NTA related terms received the highest Gini Index
and Information Gain performance values. Also, the PCA-based attribute weighting po-
sitioned high these components. On the other hand, Ancestor context was ranked lowest
by all of the ranking bases. Also, the Gini index attribute weighting positioned the
Prefix/Suffix matching (type) and NTA attributes below the WordNet-based evaluator
(obtaining similar weights). Whereas the Information Gain based attribute weighting po-
sitioned the same the NTA attributes and the Leaf context schema matching components
21. These components were evaluated somewhat differently by the PCA-based attribute
weighting. Nonetheless, we can say that the same group of schema matching components
were ranked high by the attribute weighting methods except for the NTA name, where
results do not harmonize with the Gini Index and Information Gain performance values.
In addition to the attribute weighting, a RapidMiner C4.5 like decision tree [81, 3]

has also been constructed for component ranking purposes. Two component relevance
indicators were considered: the included component set and the node distance from root.
For further details, consult Fig. 4.5.2.

21there is only a minor difference in the weighting of these components, so they are considered to be
ranked the same
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WordNet-based evaluator > 0.945
WordNet-based evaluator ≤ 0.945
| NTA rel terms > 0.178
| | NTA attributes > 0.297
| | NTA attributes ≤ 0.297
| | | Flooding > 0.189
| | | Flooding ≤ 0.189
| | | | Child context > 0.303
| | | | | Ancestor context > 0.186
| | | | | Ancestor context ≤ 0.186
| | | | Child context ≤ 0.303
| NTA rel terms ≤ 0.178

Figure 4.5.2.: Decision tree of the component result vectors

Based on what can be learned from Fig. 4.5.1 and Fig. 4.5.2, the NTA related terms
component is reliable matcher, besides being runtime efficient. Then again, NTA related
terms component can only be accurate if adequate related term sets are supplied to the
schema entities. The WordNet dictionary based similarity component was unanimously
ranked high, but the choice on its variation has an increased importance: one should opt
for the sentence matcher for names; the other variation do not qualify as high performing
components. Regarding the decision tree induced by the schema matching components
of Fig. 4.5.2, we can see that the NTA attributes and Similarity flooding nodes are also
part of the tree, but none of them is to be found in the root. By the same token, the
NTA attributes is not in the root of the decision tree despite the fact that it was the
highest ranking structural matcher in attribute weighting based evaluation. To sum up
the conclusions of Fig. 4.5.1 and Fig. 4.5.2, the top-ranking components are the NTA
attributes, WordNet-based evaluator and the NTA related terms.
On the other hand, the group of consistently underperforming components include:

exclusively prefix based linguistic matching, and the WordNet based techniques if not
the sentence matcher variant is used 22.
All in all, the following verdicts can be formed regarding the examined schema matching

components:

• No significant difference has been observed in the performances of the Prefix/Suffix
matching (type) and Prefix/Suffix matching (name).

• Context based matchers showed variable performance, with Ancestor context being
the weakest and the Leaf context being the strongest among them.

• The related term set matcher outperformed the WordNet-based matcher, conse-
quently the WordNet-based matcher shall be substituted for the significantly more
efficient related term set matcher.

22This can be attributed to the dense multi-word denomination of the entities, which prohibits the
retrieval of the queried expression in the dictionary
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• NTA attributes outperformed the context matchers, but was outperformed by the
vocabular matchers.

• Supplying the entities with synonyms, paraphrasing terms etc. is quintessential for
the effective related term set matching.

• The NTA attribute similarity was ranked high, but its performance is also deter-
mined by the incorporated linguistic matcher.

4.5.2. Accuracy of the recombined matcher

The ranking produced by the Comparative Component Analysis and the subsequent
schema matching component evaluation can be used to define a new (recombined) schema
matcher which is foreseeably more effective and accurate than the input schema matchers.
This schema matcher recombination does not only consist of component selection, since
the parameters of the recombined matcher must be optimized for a given scenario, for
which task the techniques presented in Thesis I can be utilized.
In this section, the recombined matcher shall be constructed for the schema matching

scenarios already analyzed at the evaluation of the Comparative Component Analysis.
Therefore, the conclusions of the Comparative Component Analysis will be utilized. The
recombined matcher consists of three components of three categories: a linguistic, a
vocabular and a structural evaluator. Its linguistic matcher is the Prefix/suffix based
matching, because it performed best among linguistic matchers. The vocabular matcher
is a combined component, where two conflicting aspects were considered: the efficiency of
the related terms matcher and the fact that the related term set is not always provided.
Consequently, two mutually exclusive vocabular matchers are alternately applied: the
recombined matcher checks the related term set availability and if the answer is positive,
then the NTA related term set is applied; if negative, then a WordNet query shall be
initiated. This choice between the two mutually exclusive vocabular matchers does not
involve any human intervention and saves runtime automatically. At last, the structural
matcher of the recombined matcher is the NTA attribute matching. The parameters of
the recombined matcher were optimized using f-measure maximization method.
In order that the recombined matcher be efficient, some implementation level optimiza-

tion was also applied. Several experiments have been conducted on four different test
scenarios, the result of which is summarized in Table 4.1, with the average f-measures
and the standard f-measure deviations:

RCM NTA SF WN
Average 0.97 0.91 0.58 0.84

St. deviation 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.16

Table 4.1.: The average f-measure and standard deviation of the composed matcher

The Table 4.1 contains three schema matchers and their recombination: NTA is the
schema matcher in [67], SF is the similarity flooding in [69], and WN is the WordNet
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based context matcher in [23]; while their recombination is the RCM schema matcher.
The average f-measures and the standard f-measure deviations in Table 4.1 shows us how
confidently the RCM outperformed the input methods. It is also noteworthy that the
input schema matchers did not attained high accuracy in the tested scenarios, while their
recombination – the RCM – did. The average f-measures and the standard f-measure
deviations may differ in other scenarios, but then the framework elements – or just a
subset of them, as detailed in section 4.3.2– should be reiterated over.

4.5.3. The accuracy improvement potential

After a series of various experiments, it has become clear that substantial accuracy
improvement can be attained with the proposed schema matcher optimization framework:
c. 33% f-measure improvement23 was obtained on average compared to the scenario
where unoptimized parameters were used.24 Furthermore, 0.46 was the maximal observed
improvement (f-measure), which corresponds to a c. 100% accuracy regarding the initial
0.45 f-measure. Even schema matchers with mediocre accuracy were seen improving on
f-measure after applying the final element of the framework. One of the main benefits
of the framework is the semi-automated, minimal effort construction of the calibrated
recombined schema matchers, which would require laborious manual effort otherwise.

4.6. Conclusions and future works

In this thesis, I have described my proposed schema matcher optimization framework.
The design of this framework was created so that it shall be usable for a wide spectrum
of schema matching scenarios, and schema matchers. I was also mindful of automation,
concurrence and lifecycle management. It can provide an optimal schema matcher and
a high accuracy schema matching for a given enterprise integration scenario. Several
optimization techniques have been proposed for the framework, but the design contains
many easily extensible interfaces, which offer dynamic extension points. The conducted
experiments have shown convincing performance enhancements.
Also, I have offered the Comparative Component Analysis for the performance based

ranking of schema matching components and a group of ranking bases. Furthermore,
the reliable schema matching components have been identified based on the experiments
with the Comparative Component Analysis. The advantages and disadvantages of several
schema matching components have identified. Some schema matching components clearly
excelled in the analyzed test scenarios. A new schema matcher was constructed using
these components, which outperformed the analyzed input matchers in the test scenarios.
Regarding the possible development opportunities, a new testing benchmark could

be set up based on the comprehensive evaluation of existing schema matchers. In this
benchmark, the Comparative Component Analysis would allow the fair comparison of
the analyzed schema matchers, since the priority is that the tested schema matchers face

23this improvement is not even measured to the worst case
24The f-measure is usually c. 0.45-0.5 by random weight setting. cf. section 3.3.
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the exact same challenge and they should be evaluated by the same accuracy standards.
The other development opportunity is the implementation of continuous learning. In this
regard the main challenge is to identify those framework elements which are affected by
a certain type of schema matching scenario change.
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5. Thesis III: The cutting threshold
problem and accuracy evaluation
improvement

Abstract — The classic accuracy evaluation of schema matchers may not reflect the real
performance of the assessed methods because of the cutting threshold problem described in
this thesis. The proposed solution for the cutting threshold problem lies in the definition of
an adequate threshold function. Since the classic accuracy evaluation of schema matchers
is based on the application of a fix threshold value, the classic accuracy measures had to
be redefined. The integration of the proposed threshold function into the schema matching
accuracy maximization problem allows its easier solution. After eliminating the accuracy
distortion caused by the cutting threshold problem, an average 9.85% accuracy improve-
ment was observed. I have also shed light on the conceptual relatedness of the proposed
threshold function with the fuzzy membership function, enabling the involvement of the
findings of fuzzy logic in the field of schema matching.

5.1. Introduction

Even after the schema matcher optimization, the classes of the matching and non-
matching entity pairs – or match sets – may overlap, which phenomenon leads to a
significant accuracy deterioration. I shall refer to this problem – and its related ques-
tions – as the cutting threshold problem. Accordingly, this thesis aims at solving two
similar problems, both of which are related to the application of fix threshold.
The first problem concerns the overlapping match sets. As stated in the previous theses,

my objective is to improve the accuracy of schema matchers by finding the parameters by
which every entity pair is classified correctly. The entities are classified into the classes
labeled “match” and “non-match” based on the fix threshold value: entity pairs awarded
with similarity values higher than the fix threshold value are classified as match, while the
rest will be the non-matching entity pairs. Employing this evaluation process, the schema
matcher optimization problem complicates if the two match sets are close to each other
or overlapping. Namely, when trying to establish an optimal threshold, by which all of
entity pairs are classified as given the reference match – i.e. matching entity pairs should
fall above the threshold, while non-matching should below threshold1 – we shall realize
that this threshold value cannot be established without some mismatches in case of the
overlapping match sets. This phenomenon is further detailed by Fig. 5.2.1 in the next

1The matching and non-matching class labels are given the reference match.
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section. The consequence is that the threshold value application distorts the accuracy
reflected by the classic accuracy measures.2 In case of overlapping match sets, even if a
hypothetical schema matcher returns adequate similarity values for every entity pair, an
optimal threshold value cannot be established for the scenario. In these scenarios, entity
pairs falling near to the suboptimal threshold are fully punished/rewarded for being on
the (im)proper side of the threshold. The truth is, however, that their misclassification
is only due to the suboptimal threshold, which cannot be further improved3 I shall refer
to this problem as the cutting threshold problem, which will be treated in full length in
section 5.2.
The related other problem is that the accuracy measure maximization problem has a

non-continuous objective function.4 Considering the current thesis, the relevant char-
acteristic of the accuracy measure maximization problem is that the objective function
explicitly involves the threshold value, because the classic accuracy measures rely on bi-
nomial classification and the objective function is derived from a given accuracy measure.
This characteristic entails that the objective function is non-continuous.
I propose the introduction of the concept of schema matching threshold functions

which shall serve as a remedy for both of the mentioned problems. Based on this pro-
posed threshold function, the redefinition of the classic accuracy measure is also offered
along with the redefined accuracy measure maximization problem. This thesis is divided
into sections as follows. This first section describes the problem formulation. The second
section contains the detailed presentation of the problem formulation. The third section
is about the threshold function and is further divided into subsections: the first sub-
section contains the redefined accuracy measures, while the second subsection exposes
the redefined accuracy measure maximization technique. The fourth section is a com-
parative study of the threshold and the membership functions. The fifth section details
the accuracy improvement obtained with the threshold function and a validation of the
threshold functions against the membership functions. Conclusions are presented in the
section six.

5.2. The cutting threshold problem

Based on the preliminaries already stated in the previous section, the cutting threshold
problem is encountered when the match sets overlap. This situation might occur even
after the parameter optimization of the schema matcher. In these scenarios, only a
suboptimal threshold value can be established. This suboptimal threshold value should
be in the intersection of the two match sets, otherwise further accuracy degradation is
unavoidable. If we defined the suboptimal threshold value, then a dense cluster of mixed
labeled – i.e. “match” or “non-match” – entity pairs cluster are to expected around the
suboptimal threshold value.5 No matter how we have the defined the exact value of this

2precision, recall and f-measure.
3Please consult Fig. 5.2.1 for further details.
4Please consult Thesis I for further details.
5Note that this this situation cannot be improved.
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Figure 5.2.1.: Depiction of the cutting threshold problem

suboptimal threshold, at least some of entity pairs should fall on the wrong side of the
threshold as illustrated by Fig. 5.2.1.
Namely, Fig. 5.2.1 depicts the overlapping match sets by optimal schema matcher

weights. On the diagram, the schema entity pairs are placed on the x-axis (following a
chosen sequence based order), while the similarity values given by the schema matcher
for the entity pair is placed on the y-axis. The reference match6 are indicated by the form
of the diagram plot: the green star represents matching entity pairs7, and the red dot
represents the non-matching entity pairs8, where the classification is given the reference
match.
Accordingly the cutting threshold problem can be described as follows: we cannot

establish an optimal threshold so that every entity pairs be classified correctly. The
problem also involves the accuracy distortion: if some of the entity pairs are unavoid-
ably misclassified, the values of the classic accuracy measures are decreased. Even if a
suboptimal threshold is established in the intersection of the match sets – which shall
be referred to as schema matching gap, see Fig. 5.2.1 –, the accuracy measure evalua-
tion will be corrupted, since at least some of the entity pairs in the schema matching
gap will be wrongly classified only because of inability to separate the match sets. This
phenomenon is especially applicable for the f-measure based assessment.

6i.e. the ground truth
7i.e. those that represent the same real world entity and are to be considered as related
8i.e. those that do not represent the same real world entity and are not to be considered as related
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Figure 5.2.2.: The sigmoid threshold function substituting the threshold

By the same token, the classification of the entity pairs in the schema matching gap
is uncertain, which is not reflected in the classic accuracy measures. This is one more
factor leading to the distortion in the accuracy assessment. On the other hand, the
concept of fix threshold value shall be valid for entity pairs falling outside of the schema
matching gap: there is no uncertainty regarding their classification, the schema matcher
decided upon their classification. The aspects discussed so far can be consolidated: the
concept of the threshold value shall be retained for entity pairs falling outside of the
schema matching gap with their certainty of being related (i.e. match) being 0.0 and 1.0
for non-matching and matching entity pairs respectively, while a continuous transition
between the two certainty levels shall be applied for entity pairs in the schema matching
gap.

5.3. The threshold function for schema matchers

These considerations inspired the concept of the threshold function. My goal was then to
find an ideal curve for the threshold function. Most of the examined threshold function
candidates had either of two drawbacks: the curve did not fit smoothly the fix threshold
values outside the schema matching gap, or the threshold function formula became so
complex that it prohibited its practical applicability. The notable exception of these
threshold function candidates was the sigmoid function: it is continuous, has a simple
formula and there is a continuous transition in the schema matching gap, and can be
easily parameterized so that it will fit a large scale of schema matching scenarios. The
formula of the threshold function has been reformulated in order that it complies with the
problem constraints. Accordingly, the applied formula is as in Eq. (5.3.1), which already
incorporates the concept of schema matching gap lsg. In the following Eq. (5.3.1), τ
denotes the threshold and g is the transition granularity:
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f(x) =
1

1 + eg(x−τ)
(5.3.1)

In Eq. 5.3.2, the transition granularity g is expressed as a function of lsg:

g =
128

lsg
(5.3.2)

The applied formula is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.2 with parameters τ = 64 and lsg = 0.2.
Bearing in mind the applicability of the threshold function to enterprise schema matching
scenarios, the parameters of its formula should be defined considering that the transition
interval shall include every entity pairs residing in the schema matching gap and it should
be centered around the fix threshold value if previously given – see Fig. 5.2.1. Thus,
entity pairs with similarity values equal to the fix threshold value will have a match
certainty value of 0.5, fairly reflecting the fact that they equally belong the “match” or
“non-match” classes9. Using this adequately parameterized sigmoid function, entity pairs
falling outside the schema matching gap will be given a match certainty of 0.0 and 1.0
depending on their classification.
Moreover, the threshold function can be used for the accuracy evaluation on a [0, 1]

accuracy scale. The threshold function f(x) of Fig. 5.2.2 can be used for the accuracy
evaluation of matching entity pairs: 0.0 accuracy value is given for the matching entity
pairs with similarity values lower than the schema matching gap, and 1.0 for the matching
entity pairs with similarity values higher than the schema matching gap. The rest is
given an accuracy value in-between. By the same token, the f(−x) can be used for the
accuracy evaluation of non-matching entity pairs: 1.0 accuracy value is given for the
non-matching entity pairs with similarity values lower than the schema matching gap,
and 0.0 for the non-matching entity pairs with similarity values higher than the schema
matching gap.10 In this Thesis, the conceptual relation between the proposed threshold
function and the fuzzy membership functions will be demonstrated, consequently these
accuracy evaluation functions may stand for the membership functions of sets “match”
or “non-match”.

5.3.1. Accuracy measures with threshold function

Unfortunately, the classic accuracy measures were not designed for threshold function
based evaluation. Consequently they need to be adjusted for this new evaluation form,
so I will put forward my proposition concerning the application possibility of schema
matching threshold function in existing accuracy measures.
The following notations will be used for the revised accuracy measures. M will be the

generic match set containing matches returned by both the schema matcher and of the
reference match.11 Regarding the subsets ofM , Mp (proposed) is the match set returned

9based on the similarity value given by the schema matcher
10These accuracy evaluation functions (f(x) and f(−x)) have a shared inflexion point located at the

threshold value forming a characteristic “X” shape.
11Note that usually, these sets are different but have large overlap/intersection
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by the schema matcher, andMr (reference or real) is the match set of reference12. Further,
nc denotes the number of schema matching components incorporated in the schema
matcher. wu shall denote the weight of the uth schema matching component, while ciu
is the corresponding similarity value given by the same schema matching component to
the ith entity pair13. P is precision value, while R is recall value and F is the f-measure.
Eq. 5.3.3, Eq. 5.3.4 and Eq. 5.3.4 show the formulas of the proposed revised accuracy
measures:14

P =

∑
i∈Mp∩Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
u=0 wuciu−τ)∑

j∈Mp

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
v=0 wvciv−τ)

(5.3.3)

R =

∑
i∈Mp∩Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
u=0 wuciu−τ)∑

j∈Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
v=0 wvcjv−τ)

(5.3.4)

F =

∑
i∈Mp∩Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
u=0 wuciu−τ)∑

j∈Mp∪Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑nc
v=0 wvcjv−τ)

(5.3.5)

Hence the threshold function can be easily adopted by the classic accuracy measures,
resulting in new formulas. I could also identify a minor drawback of the revised accuracy
measures: the correctly classified entity pairs residing in the vicinity of the threshold will
not be treated as certain matches or no matches, either. However, the perfect matching
will be awarded with maximal accuracy value, because the denominator of the accuracy
measure formulas also contains the threshold function.

5.3.2. Redefinition of accuracy measure maximization problem

The revised accuracy measures can be used to redefine the accuracy measure maximiza-
tion problem. As already discussed in Thesis I, the accuracy measure maximization is
my proposed schema matcher optimization technique which has the objective function
derived from the accuracy measure formulas so that they contain the schema matcher
parameters. Unfortunately, this objective function is non-continuous15 since it involves
the binomial classification of the evaluated entity pairs16. The redefined accuracy mea-
sure maximization problems shall contain the smooth, differentiable threshold functions
and will be presented through the f-measure maximization hereby.

12i.e based on the ground truth
13i.e. the corresponding element of the cumulated result matrix
14The f-measure in Eq. 5.3.5 is the harmonic mean of the precision and the recall.
15hence it is non-differentiable
16q.v. Thesis I
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As a first step, I have applied weights to the f-measure – resulting in the weighted
f-measure –, because I found that in schema matching scenarios with f-measure maxi-
mization, the involvement of the precision and recall measures shall not be equal, thus
the f-measure formula ought to be adjusted so that the involvement of the precision and
recall measures can be altered. On this account, I propose the generalization of the
f-measure formula by incorporating the weighted harmonic mean, as it is expressed by
Eq. 5.3.6. In Eq. 5.3.6, π shall be the weight of the precision and ρ shall be the weight
of the recall. The formula of the weighted f-measure is the following:

Fπ,ρ = (π + ρ)
P ·R

ρ · P + π ·R
(5.3.6)

The problem of accuracy measure maximization has been defined using the sigmoid
threshold function and the weighted f-measure, as it is expressed by Eq. 5.3.7:

[ŵ, τ̂ ]← arg max
0<w,τ<1,

∑
i wi=1

∑
i∈Mp∪Mr

π+ρ

1+e
g(

∑cw
u=0 wuciu−τ)

ρ ·
∑
j∈Mp

ρ

1+e
g(

∑cw
v=0 wvciv−τ)

+ π ·
∑
k∈Mr

π

1+e
g(

∑cw
z=0 wzckz−τ)

(5.3.7)

The objective function of the accuracy measure maximization problem is simplified in
the case of the classic, non-weighted f-measure, since the denominator does not contain
weights, see Eq. 5.3.8:

[ŵ, τ̂ ]← arg max
0<w,τ<1,

∑
i wi=1

∑
i∈Mp∩Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑cw
u=0 wuciu−τ)∑

j∈Mp∪Mr

1

1+e
g(

∑cw
v=0 wvcjv−τ)

(5.3.8)

In order to be able to carry out the schema matcher optimization, the relationship be-
tween schema matcher parameters and the reference match shall be established, which
is given by Eq. 5.3.9. Note that the domain of the reference match values can be refined
from the binary {0, 1} to values of [0, 1].

rj =
1

1 + eg(
∑cw
v=0 wvcjv−τ)

(5.3.9)

All in all, the main advantage of the revised accuracy measure maximization problem is
that it contains a smooth, differentiable threshold function instead of a non-differentiable
indicator function of the match sets. The redefinition was carried out so that the accuracy
measure maximization problem has retained its original concept.17

17The sigmoid threshold function returns closely the same values outside of the transition as the indicator
function of the original threshold value based approach.
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Figure 5.4.1.: The ANFIS model structure

5.4. A comparison of the schema matching threshold
function and the ANFIS generated membership
function

A part of the thesis, I analyzed the possible conceptual relationship of the proposed
schema matching threshold function and the fuzzy membership functions, hence I devised
a comparative analysis of them: the neural network based ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System) [55] was applied to obtain membership functions of the match sets,
which were then mapped to the adequate threshold functions.
The ANFIS [55] automatically determines the optimal membership functions. This

is the reason I decided to use it for membership function definition, since my goal was
to minimize my subjective bias. The ANFIS combines the power of fuzzy logic and
neural networks: it automatically generates the FIS (Fuzzy Inference System) which
maps the input to the output. It works so that the number and the type of membership
functions must be given before the execution, and after that, it calculates their correct
their parameterization. It employs the Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy model [89] for the fuzzy rule
generation and has a five-layer, built-in neural network. We can specify the number of
forward and backward propagation runs by giving the number of epochs. It uses gradient
descent method, and a least square estimator for the error calculation. The ANFIS is
capable of creating both fuzzy rules and fuzzy membership functions.
I have conducted experiments with the ANFIS system of the Matlab. My proposed

schema matching threshold functions is sigmoid, hence the following parameters were
supplied to the ANFIS: the input consisted of two sigmoid functions (one for each match
set), and the output was a constant function. Fig. 5.4.1 shows the structure of the used
ANFIS: the input is mapped to the two input sigmoid membership functions, to which
the fuzzy rules of the generated FIS were applied. The output membership function were
applied to the output of the fuzzy rules and then the result was aggregated. The input of
the ANFIS was the similarity values returned by the schema matchers and the values of
the corresponding threshold functions were used as checking data. The analyzed question
was whether the mapped membership and threshold functions are similar.
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5.5. Experiment results

The goal of my experiments was to examine the accuracy improvement and other benefits
of the employment of threshold function compared to the classic threshold value based
approach. This experiment results section is divided into subsections as follows: the
first subsection details accuracy evaluation improvement using the threshold function,
whereas the second subsection shows the experiment results of the comparative analysis
of the schema matching threshold function and the fuzzy membership function.

5.5.1. Performance evaluation of the threshold function

Firstly, I evaluated the revised accuracy measures against the classic accuracy measures.
For this experiments, the cumulated result matrices of three different schema matchers
were used: NTA [67], Similarity Flooding [69], and the WordNet-based context matcher
[23]. Furthermore, three different schema matching scenarios served as basis for gen-
eration of the cumulated result matrices. The list of schema matching scenarios was
compiled so that they contain the key schema matching challenges: different naming
conventions, structures, etc.
The scheme of the experiment was the following. Firstly, the calibrated schema match-

ers were evaluated using the classic accuracy measures. As next, the accuracy was eval-
uated using the revised accuracy measures: the ideal threshold function was determined
for every schema matching scenario also bearing in mind the size of the schema match-
ing gap. Lastly, the accuracies obtained using the two different accuracy evaluation
approaches were compared.
Using the ideal threshold functions, the average precision, recall and f-measure of the

test scenarios are shown on Fig. 5.5.1(precision), Fig. 5.5.2(recall) and Fig. 5.5.3(f-
measure) as expressed by the the revised accuracy measures.

Figure 5.5.1.: Average precision values with standard deviation of the analyzed schema
matchers in the test scenarios.
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Figure 5.5.2.: Average recall values with standard deviation of the analyzed schema
matchers in the test scenarios.

Figure 5.5.3.: Average f-measure values with standard deviation of the analyzed schema
matchers in the test scenarios.

Regarding the variation of the accuracy values, Fig. 5.5.1(precision), Fig. 5.5.2(recall)
and Fig. 5.5.3(f-measure) show that the standard deviation of the accuracy values is
limited. The variation of the recall was less than that of the precision, but even the
standard variation of the precision was in the admissible range, like that of the f-measure.
But most importantly, the standard deviation was less than before, i.e. compared to the
classic accuracy measures as it can be seen on Fig. 5.5.4.
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NTA SF WN
Threshold function 0.905 0.758 0.815
Threshold value 0.812 0.609 0.761

Table 5.1.: Average accuracy using fix threshold value and the threshold function (ex-
pressed with f-measure)

Figure 5.5.4.: Average f-measure value comparison of the fix threshold and the threshold
function application.

Fig. 5.5.4 also shows that the average f-measure – as expressed with the revised
accuracy measures – was higher than the same values of the classic accuracy measures
in almost every test scenario. I reasoned that this accuracy increase can be attributed
to the more justified accuracy evaluation approach. The experiments also showed that
the cutting threshold problem does not only occur under specific circumstances, but it
should be treated as a ubiquitous phenomenon.
It is also noteworthy that the standard deviation was not substantial in the case of

the classic accuracy evaluation, either. But it was significantly less after the application
of the revised accuracy measures. Since the standard deviation shows how much the
schema matcher performance varies in different scenarios, the lesser this values is, the
more balanced the schema matcher performance is. Consequently the performance of
the analyzed schema matchers became more balanced after the application of the revised
accuracy measures, which is especially important in a highly variable application con-
text.18 Table 5.1and Table 5.2 show the average f-measure and the standard deviation
of the f-measure, respectively.
All in all, an accuracy improvement of 9.85% was observed after substituting the classic

accuracy measures with the revised ones.

18i.e. when the schema matchers are applied to significantly different test scenarios
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NTA SF WN
Threshold function 0.059 0.048 0.08
Threshold value 0.103 0.133 0.113

Table 5.2.: Standard deviation of the accuracy using fix threshold value and the threshold
function (expressed with f-measure)

5.5.2. Validating the threshold function against the membership functions

The comparative analysis of the schema matching threshold function and the fuzzy mem-
bership function was performed on the exact same schema matching scenarios. Like it is
described in section 5.4, the cumulated result matrices of the involved schema matchers
were supplied to the ANFIS. The checking data were discrete values of the proposed
threshold function of the given scenario. For the training of the ANFIS, hybrid opti-
mization approach was applied with ten epochs per scenario. Finally, the membership
functions generated by the ANFIS was validated against the checking data by overlaying
the discrete values of the proposed threshold functions.
Fig. 5.5.5 shows the training data plotted against the output of the ANFIS. It must

be emphasized that the training data was not cleaned with the intentional purpose to
validate the revised accuracy measures under real life conditions, where schema matcher
may have variable accuracy. On Fig. 5.5.5, the red dots represent the output of the
ANFIS, based on which the following verdict can be formed: in the first and third test
cases, the ANFIS output is a close approximation of the training data set produced by
the schema matchers, and a moderate quality approximation in the second test case.

Figure 5.5.5.: The training data plotted against the ANFIS generated FIS output in the
three different test scenarios

For validation purposes, independent checking data set was used, which was formed
from the discrete values of the proposed threshold functions. There was a 1:1 correspon-
dence between checking data and the ANFIS generated FIS output, since the number of
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checking data matched the number of training epochs. This served the easier comparison
of the checking data and the output, which were laid over each other as it is shown on
Fig. 5.5.6, based on which we can observe that the approximation was precise in the sec-
ond and third test case and less precise in the first test case. The main point is that the
ANFIS generated output closely followed the curve of the proposed threshold function.

Figure 5.5.6.: The checking data plotted against the ANFIS generated FIS output in the
three different test scenarios

Regarding the membership functions generated by the ANFIS depicted by Fig. 5.5.7,
the fuzzy sets were the most separated in the first test case and the most overlapping in
the second test case. Based on this observation, it is my understanding that the match
sets had intersection in the first test case and no intersection in the second test case,
consequently the schema matching gaps can be defined accordingly: the entity pairs
close to the original threshold value can be classified even using the classic threshold
value based approach in the first test case, which observation does not hold true for the
second test case. The third test case is the closest to my original conceptual notion: the
membership functions cross each other close to the inflexion point.19

The last of element the validation of the threshold function against the membership
functions was to overlay the aggregated membership functions produced by the ANFIS
on the proposed threshold functions, which is shown Fig. 5.5.8: it is apparent that the
threshold function and the aggregated membership function share very similar charac-
teristics with small differences in the second and third test scenarios. Regarding the
concept of the threshold function, the inflexion point can also be seen as the (subopti-
mal) threshold value, so they have special importance. It can be observed in Fig. 5.5.8
that the inflexion points of the the threshold functions and the aggregated membership
functions were very close to each other in all test scenarios. Therefore the conceptual
relationship of the threshold function and the membership function is also supported by

19See the threshold function based accuracy evaluation in section 5.3.
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Figure 5.5.7.: The generated input membership functions in the three different test sce-
narios

Fig. 5.5.8.
Based what can be learned from Fig. 5.5.8, we can say that he difference between the

threshold function and the membership function is small. This small difference can be
largely attributed to the inaccuracies of the training data, hence it may be even smaller

Figure 5.5.8.: The generated input membership functions laid over the ideal threshold
function in the three different test scenarios
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in an ideal scenario without inaccuracies. Since, however, real life scenarios are not ideal
scenarios, this approach of the comparative analysis is more justified.

5.6. Conclusions and future works

This thesis discussed the cutting threshold problem which occurs when the match sets
overlap. This phenomenon impedes the establishment of an optimal threshold, thus it
significantly distorts the accuracy evaluation of schema matchers leading to false conclu-
sions on their real capability and reliability.
According to my proposition, the cutting threshold problem was resolved by introduc-

ing the concept of threshold functions, for which an easily adjustable formula has been
proposed. In order to be able to evaluate the schema matcher accuracy using the thresh-
old function, the classic accuracy measures have been revised. The introduced concept
also reflects the classification uncertainty – as opposed to the classic schema matching
accuracy evaluation approach. The concept of threshold function can also be applied
to the accuracy measure maximization problem reducing its complexity. An average ac-
curacy improvement of 9.85% has been attained only by the employment of threshold
functions in the accuracy evaluation. This accuracy improvement can be attributed to
the elimination of the accuracy distortion caused by the cutting threshold problem.
I have also performed a comparative analysis of the schema matching threshold function

and fuzzy membership function. The result of this analysis was that the ideal threshold
function and the ideal membership function share similar properties. This finding opens
up the possibility to involve the fuzzy logic toolset in the field of schema matching. Hence
one of my goals is to transfer one or more fuzzy concepts to the field of schema matching.
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6. Thesis IV: DIPROM – Distance
Proportional Matcher exploiting
related terms

Abstract — The accuracy of schema matchers can be enhanced by using new, more
effective schema matching approaches. Hence a novel hybrid schema matcher is pre-
sented in this thesis with enhanced schema matching techniques. The DIPROM has three
components: its linguistic matcher component uses the proposed logistic homosequence
similarity, its vocabular matcher exploits the so called related term sets with term fre-
quencies, and its structural matcher utilizes the proposed neighbor-level similarities. The
DIPROM has been shown performing reliably compared to other schema matchers both
as a whole and component-wise.

6.1. Introduction

Since current schema matchers need to improve on accuracy, this thesis proposes an
efficient, automated, hybrid schema matcher called DIPROM. This schema matcher is
composed of three components: a linguistic, a vocabular and a structural schema match-
ing component.
First of all, I shall briefly recapitulate the relevant types of schema matchers: linguistic,

vocabular, structural. The linguistic matching is used on the textual schema elements
and does not require any term database. On the contrary, the vocabular matcher does
require it. The vocabular matcher is usually more sophisticated than pure linguistic
approaches, but is more complex. The types of the acceptable term databases include
external dictionary, ontology, thesaurus or any other taxonomically ordered term col-
lection. The structural matchers evaluates the similarity of the schema graphs. The
component outputs are normalized similarity values in the [0, 1] range characterizing the
relatedness of entity pairs. Hybrid schema matchers employ a multi-aspect evaluation
strategy, usually combining other schema matching components through a weight vec-
tor, by which the sum of the weights should be unity by normalized similarity values.
The set of matching entities is gained by comparing the obtained similarity values with
a predefined threshold: entity pairs having a similarity value higher than a predefined
threshold should constitute the set of matches. These pairs intended to be those schema
entities which represent the same real world entities1 in the input schemas.
The experiment results of the schema matcher optimization framework presented in

1e.g. customers, products or their attributes like name, address, age or size, color and price respectively
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Thesis II were used to select those components which have the most effective working
principle. These working principles have been significantly reworked and improved to
form the basis of my proposed schema matcher. The proposed hybrid schema matcher
incorporates three components: a linguistic, a vocabular and a structural component.
This thesis is divided into section as follows. This first section serves the introduc-

tion. The second section details the working principle of my proposed schema matcher
and is further divided into subsections: the linguistic matcher, the vocabular matcher,
the structural matcher and the component composition. The third section reports the
experiment results of the DIPROM. The conclusions and future works are presented in
section five.

6.2. The schema matching approach of the DIPROM

In this section, the components of the proposed hybrid schema matcher shall be pre-
sented. The first three subsections are dedicated to the linguistic, the vocabular and
the structural matchers incorporated in the DIPROM, the last subsection discusses the
component composition. The working principle of the components are influenced by the
best approaches found by the Comparative Component Analysis presented in Thesis II.

6.2.1. The logistic homosequence linguistic similarity

Linguistic matching is the basic type of schema matcher: it performs the syntactic re-
latedness evaluation of textual elements in schemas. It is usually evaluated on string
literals like names and types. Linguistic matchers are very efficient and they are in
fact capable of justified matching decisions if an adequate algorithm is provided. Hence
my goal was to devise an adequate algorithm. The Comparative Component Analysis
showed me that those linguistic matchers are the most accurate which seek the com-
mon substring sequences, which I shall call homosequences. Based on the experimental
evaluation of other schema matchers, I wanted to create an algorithm which rewards
the long substring matches more than it would be proportional based on the homose-
quence length. Conversely, the short substring matches should be rewarded less than it
would be proportional based on the homosequence length. Consequently, the proposed
schema matcher makes use of a substring matcher, the output of which is supplied to an
adequately modified logistic activation function. This approach shall be referred to as
logistic homosequence linguistic similarity and its formula is expressed by Eq. (6.2.1).
The function affix() searches the longest common substring of the inputs, while |x| is
the length of variable x.

LHS(s1, s2) =
1

1 + e
−10·(max(|affix(s1,s2)|)

max(|s1|,|s2|)
−0.5)

(6.2.1)

Table 6.1 shows four numerical examples of logistic homosequence similarity (LHS).
In details, the LHS similarity of “Addr” – ”AddrData” in the first row of Table 6.1 is
calculated as follows: firstly we determine the length of the longer term (8 – “AddrData”).
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String 1 String 2 LHS similarity
“Address” “AddrData” 0.5
“Address” “AddresData” 0.796
“Company” “Comp” 0.76
“Company” “CMP” 0.1

Table 6.1.: Numerical examples for linguistic homosequence similarity

As next, we determine the lengths of the longest shared substring (4 – “Addr”). Lastly
the LHS is calculated by 1/(1 + exp(−10(0.5− 0.5))) = 0.5 based on Eq. 6.2.1.

6.2.2. The related term set similarity

The related term set can be used to semantically specify an entity, i.e. to clearly define
its intentional meaning and domain. The related term sets play a major role if the
denomination of the entities does not indicate its intentional meaning and domain (e.g.
because of inadequate denominations) or if the input schemas use significantly different
entity denominations, abbreviations, synonyms, etc. For example, the related term set of
the term “invoice” may include: receipt, bill, acknowledgement, customer documentation,
payment, sum to pay, address and invoice. The definition of the related term sets can be
formulated as follows:

Definition 9. The related term set of a schema entity is the collection of terms, keywords,
phrases and expressions given in the same language which circumscribe the schema entity.
The related term set may include synonyms, supercategories, subcategories, and close
associations.2

Based on what we can learn from Thesis II and [67], the related terms set similar-
ity based schema matching is very effective and efficient: compared to other vocabular
schema matchers, the related term similarity based schema matching approach is less
complex, hence needs less resource. In order to better exploit the potential of the related
term similarity based schema matching approach, I have developed an enhanced related
term set similarity evaluator which embraces related term frequency.
Unfortunately the related term set – effective as it is – is seldom available in schema

definitions, hence I aimed at creating a process which extracts the related term sets from
the descriptions found in schemas.

6.2.2.1. Related term set extraction

As stated, my goal was to extract related terms from various description sources that are
available in schema descriptions. Hence I developed a related term set extraction process
which automatically generates related terms sets with term frequencies using text mining
techniques [47, 51].

2The related term should also contain the human-interpretable entity denomination, since it also cir-
cumscribes the entity.
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The process presented by Fig. 6.2.1 and Alg. 6.1 may be replaced by any other method
that extracts relevant terms from entity descriptions.

Extract Information

Tokenization

Letter Case Reconc.

Stemming

Stop Word Filtering

Length-based Filtering

ι

ι

ι

𝕊

ε
δ

δ

δ

δ

ε

ε

ω0

ωSWF

ω0'

ωLTF

ωε

Figure 6.2.1.: Diagram of the related term set extraction process

The related term set extraction process embraces the following techniques:

• Information Extraction (InfExt): identifies potential sources of entity descrip-
tion. An entity related term may stem from different sources: textual entity de-
scription directly linked to the entity, entity denomination, entity categorization,
super- and subcategory labels, etc. Also, entity description fragments have to be
combined into a single entity description.
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• Tokenization (Tok): divides texts into individual words based on simple or com-
plex conditions. Simple conditions include whitespace or other single characters
based splitting, while complex conditions may include regular expressions or other
text-context-dependent conditions. Each word shall be represented by a token.

• Letter Case Reconciliation (LCR): transforms letters to lower case. Since
words may occur with different letter cases, the identification of identical related
terms is error-prone. To eliminate this potential source of error, all of the letters
are transformed into lower cases.

• Stop Word Filtering (SWF): meaningless, irrelevant words are filtered out
from the extracted word lists. In an entity description, some words are only used
to connect meaningful, relevant terms in descriptions or have other grammatical
role. They do not have any importance in the semantic specification of a given
entity, so they have to be filtered out. The stop word list contains the words which
will be used for the filtering.

• Length-based Token Filtering (LTF): eliminates words based on their length:
short, meaningless words and abbreviations. The problem with these words is that
their similarity usually do not imply the relatedness of the associated entities. On
the other hand, short terms may include important abbreviations or even terms,
consequently this filtering should be applied carefully. (Hence it is better to expand
abbreviations before the Length-based Token Filtering, so that the filtering only
eliminate meaningless words.)

• Stemming (Stem): extracts the root of the word and nominalize it if not noun.
The performance of linguistic matchers – also as an immanent part of a vocabular
matcher – usually drops significantly if identical words appear with different pre-
fixes/suffixes or as different part of speech. To improve their performance, the root
word shall be supplied to the related term set similarity based matcher.

The process is detailed on Fig. 6.2.1 and Alg. 6.1. The related term extraction
(ExtractRelTerm) starts with information extraction (InfExt), which returns a string
array ι with texts elicited from the input schema S. The string array ι is the collection
of entity descriptions. As next, a detailed procedure is carried out for every entity
description δ in the string array ι. For every description δ, we should find the entity ε
which is described by the description δ. Subsequently, the entity description δ is tokenized
(Tok). The output is the string array ω0 with words elicited from the description δ. The
next step is to convert every character c of the terms in string array ω0 to lower case
(LCR). Thereupon, stop word filtering (SWF) is executed on the string array ω0 to get
string array ωSWF . As next, the length-based token filtering (LTF) takes place to rule
out meaningless short words from string array ωSWF . The output is string array ωLTF on
which the word stemming (Stem) is carried out to obtain string array ωε. Subsequently,
we define the term frequency vector f ε with the same dimension as ωε, and for every
index i, we count the occurrences of term ωε(i) in entity description δ and register the
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number in f ε(i). After having elicited these information, we add related term list ωε

with term frequency vector f ε to the related term list Lε of entity ε.

6.2.2.2. Related term set comparison

The availability of the related term set is the precondition for related term set similarity
based schema matching. This precondition is fulfilled by the related term set extraction
process described in the previous section 6.2.2.1, hence the related term set similarity
can be now evaluated.
The followings notations will be used : rε1 and rε2 represent two compared related term

sets as vectors. Terms t1 and t2 are two terms of rε1 and rε2, respectively. f ε1 and f ε2 are
the term frequency vectors belonging to the related term vectors rε1 and rε2: they present
the number of occurrences of the terms rε1 and rε2. Based on the term frequency vector,
f ε1(t1) denotes the frequency of t1 in f ε1 . The function LHS(t1, t2) evaluates the logistic

Algorithm 6.1 The related term set extraction process
Description: This algorithm generates related term sets

for schema entities.
Input: S – the input schema
Output: Lε– list of entities with related term sets

1: procedure ExtractRelTerm(S)
2: ι← ExtractInf(S)
3: Lε ← entities in S with related term sets rε ← ∅
4: for all δ ∈ ι do
5: ω0 ← Tok(δ)
6: for all c ∈ ω0 do
7: c′ ← LowerCase(c)
8: Substitute c with c′ in ω0

9: end for
10: ωSWF ← FilterStopWord(ω0)
11: ωLTF ← FilterShortTones(ωSWF )
12: ωε ← Stem(ωLTF )
13: Initialize array f t with identical dimension as ωε

14: for i← 1, |ωε| do
15: f ε(i)← the occurrences of term ωε(i) in δ
16: end for
17: Add terms ωε to the related term list rε of entity ε in Lε with term frequency

vector f ε

18: end for
19: return Lε
20: end procedure
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Term Occurrence
Invoice: 10

bill 2
account 1
receipt 8

customer document 2
purchase document 2

Term Occurrence
BillingDocument: 1

invoice 12
purchase 2
receipt 8

Table 6.2.: Related term set comparison example

homosequence similarity of terms t1 and t2. Based on the aforementioned notations, Eq.
6.2.2 gives the formula to evaluate related term set similarity of rε1 and rε2.

Terms(rε1, r
ε
2) =

1

2
·
∑
t1∈rε1

f ε1(t1)

f ε1 · 1
·max
t2∈rε2

LHS(t1, t2)+
1

2
·
∑
t2∈rε2

f ε2(t2)

f ε2 · 1
·max
t1∈rε1

LHS(t2, t1) (6.2.2)

A crucial point of the working principle is that each term in the related term set rε1 is
evaluated against its best matching counterpart in the other related term set rε2.3 The
other crucial point of its working principle is that the term similarities are weighted
by the relative term frequency. To exemplify the related term set similarity, Table 6.2
lists the related term sets of two matched entities, which represent the same real world
entities. A pure linguistic evaluator faces a considerable challenge by this example: the
entity denominations are completely different, and there is an extra end word in the
denomination of second entity.
In the example shown in Table 6.2, the related term set similarity of entities “Invoice”

and “BillingDocument” is ((10 · 0.993 + 2 · 0.08 + 1 · 0 + 8 · 0.993 + 2 · 0.427 + 2 · 0.427) +
(1 · 0.08 + 12 · 0.993 + 2 · 0.427 + 8 · 0.993))/(25 + 23) = 0.845 as given by Eq. 6.2.2. This
similarity value correctly implies that the entities are related, whereas a (pure syntactic)
linguistic matcher could have decided otherwise because of the significantly discrepant
naming conventions.

6.2.3. Neighbor-level based structural similarity

The structural matcher component of my proposed hybrid matcher is detailed in this
section. Its working principle is based on the same assumption that is being exploited by
the Similarity Flooding [69]: two entities are similar if nearby schema graph nodes are
similar. My goal, however, was to exploit the similarity information given by farther-lying
schema graph nodes as well – not only that of the near-lying ones –, but the weighting of
these similarity values shall be inversely proportional to the the distance. Consequently
I devised a method which establishes the similarity values of nodes at a given (node)
distance, then contributes this similarity to that of the compared entity similarity. This
contribution is inversely proportional to the distance.

3This working principle is represented by the maximum function.
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As first, the concept of neighbor-levels shall be defined:

Definition 10. The first, second, etc. neighbor-level of a given entity ε is the set of
distinct nodes in the schema graph which are the last nodes of an exactly one, two, etc.
long paths where the first node is the node of entity ε.

The proposed neighbor-level based structural matcher works as follows. For every node
in a given neighbor-level, the most related node is chosen from the same neighbor-level of
the other entity, where the relatedness is evaluated by the logistic homosequence linguis-
tic matcher described in section 6.2.1, i.e. the maximal similarity value is found for every
neighbor-level node. As next, the neighbor-level relatedness is evaluated: we calculate
the average of the node similarity values; arriving at the neighbor-level relatedness. The
neighbor-level relatedness shall be contributed to the relatedness evaluation of the com-
pared entities4. The contribution function gives the contribution weight (the extent of

4the neighbor-level of which have been evaluated

Neighbor-level-based comparison

Figure 6.2.2.: The concept of neighbor-levels
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contribution), which is inversely proportional to the node distance of the neighbor-level.
The similarity of the zeroth neighbor-level is given by the logistic homosequence simi-
larity of the entity labels, but the inclusion of this value is optional, since it is already
taken into account by the separate linguistic component. Alg. 6.2 and Fig. 6.2.2 show
further details.
To give an example, entities of distinct schemas A and B are compared in the scenario

given by Fig. 6.2.2. The neighbor-levels are outlined with the red dotted lines and
the contribution weight of the neighbor-level is represented by the thickness of the red
arrows. Only the same neighbor-levels are compared as it is symbolized the blue arrows.
Furthermore, two contribution functions are shown in Fig. 6.2.3 and they share some
common characteristics: the contribution weight decreases with the node distance and
they can be easily parameterized. The contribution function I used in my experiments is
represented by the red function dots of Fig. 6.2.3. It is parameterized with the Euler’s
constant: the contribution weight decreases much faster than that of the contribution
function.

Algorithm 6.2 The neighbor-level based structural matcher
Description: This algorithm evaluates the structural

similarity of two input entity based on the
similarity of neighbor-levels.

Input: S1,S2 – the input schema graphs
e1, e2 – the evaluated entities

Output: r – the normalized similarity value

1: procedure NeighborLevelSimilarity(ε1, ε2, S1,S2)
2: r ←LHS(ε1, ε2) . Initial similarity
3: c← 1

ei
. Contribution function

4: for i← 1, 4 do . Neighbor-levels 1 to 4 considered
5: for j ← 1, 2 do . For both entities
6: Nj ←GetNeighborLVL(Sj , εj , i ) . get given neighbor-level
7: end for
8: for all n1 ∈ N1 do . For every node in the neighbor-level
9: ri ← ri + maxn2∈N2LHS(n1, n2 )

10: end for . get maximal LHS similarity value
11: r ← r + ri

ei
. Contribution function

12: c← c+ 1
ei

. Neighbor-level contribution
13: end for
14: r ← r

c . Normalization
15: return r
16: end procedure
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Figure 6.2.3.: The similarity contribution function

Two characteristics of the similarity contribution should be apparent: depending on
the used contribution function, the contribution weight is negligible after a finite number
of neighbor-levels, and the schema depth limits the maximal number of neighbor-levels.
The consequence is that the similarity contribution function shall have a limited domain,
hence only the first few neighbor-levels shall be evaluated and contribute to the entity
similarity.5 Furthermore, it might be misleading to consider distant neighbor-levels, since
usually they are semantically irrelevant. The experiments showed me that it is sufficient
to scan up to four neighbor-levels: beyond this limit, the neighbor-level contribution
is also insignificant, the semantic distance between entities is typically large, and the
number of schema nodes is large,6 hence the computation time also grows, so there is
little reason to compute the neighbor-level relatedness.
To give an example, the neighbor-level based structural similarity of “Address” and

“Delivery Location” in the scenario shown by Fig. 6.2.2 is 0.385 (the neighbor-level
similarity of the first and second neighbor-levels are 0.364 and 0.428 respectively). This
example also demonstrates a scenario, where the linguistic matching is not sufficient
in itself due to the the completely different denominations: the linguistic component
alone would likely classify the evaluated entity pair as unrelated because of the low
or 0.0 linguistic similarity value, but the neighbor-level based structural similarity is
significantly higher, thus supporting the correct classification.

6.2.4. The component composition of the hybrid matcher

The schema matcher DIPROM uses the components described in the previous subsec-
tions: the linguistic matcher exploits logistic homosequence similarity, the vocabular
matcher exploits the related term set similarity, and the structural matcher exploits
the neighbor-level based structural similarity. Every component establishes a similarity

5The proposed neighbor-level range for a general scenario is [0,4]
6this number grows exponentially with the distance
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value, which will be aggregated through weights7. In Eq. (6.2.3), l(ε) denotes the label,
while r(ε) denotes the related term set of entity ε. The functions LHS(), Terms(), and
NLSC() are the logistic homosequence similarity, related term set similarity and the
neighbor-level based structural similarity of entities ε1 and ε2.

Sim(ε1, ε2) = w1 · LHS(l(ε1), l(ε2)) +w2 ·Terms(r(ε1), r(ε2)) +w3 ·NLSC(ε1, ε2) (6.2.3)

The adequate parameters are essential for the high accuracy and it should be defined
on scenario basis8, but a general purpose initial weight-setting can be proposed for the
composed hybrid matcher: w = [0.2; 0.4; 0.4].

6.3. Experiment results

Experiments have been conducted on test schemas like [23, 67] and on real world schema
standards like OAGIS [84] and XCBL [75]. These schemas contain discrepant naming
conventions, structural differences, different level of schema granularity and multi-match
scenarios.9 The DIPROM was evaluated against other schema matchers found in the
literature. The evaluation basis was the f-measure, hence I have measured the average
f-measure and the standard deviation from these average f-measure values. The per-
formance was also measured component-wise: the accuracy of linguistic, vocabular and
structural schema matchers were also evaluated separately against similar methods.
The first evaluated component was the linguistic component. The experiment results

show that the logistic homosequence linguistic similarity based matcher has high accu-
racy. The LHS is also more sophisticated than the NTA linguistic matcher[67], which
fact is well reflected by the attained accuracies: the logistic homosequence similarity
based linguistic component attained 0.135 higher f-measure on average than the NTA
linguistic matcher, and the standard deviation is 0.11 less. This relation holds true also
for the Prefix/Suffix matching and Prefix only matching. For further references consult
Fig. 6.3.1.

7cf. Eq. 6.2.3
8cf. Thesis I
9The test schemas are presented in the Appendix.
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Figure 6.3.1.: F-measure performance comparison of linguistic matchers

The second evaluated component was the vocabular component. Since the the related
term set similarity based schema matching is not common, the obvious comparison basis
was the NTA related term set matcher [67], which does not exploit term frequencies.
Fig. 6.3.2 shows that the involvement of the term frequency information improves the
accuracy of the related term set matching: the accuracy of the DIPROM related term
set matcher was 0.187 higher than that of the NTA.
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Figure 6.3.2.: F-measure performance comparison of vocabular matchers

The third evaluated component was the vocabular component. The neighbor-level
based structural matcher was evaluated against the recursive attribute evaluator of the
NTA [67], the Similarity Flooding [69] and the context-based structural matchers of [69].
Fig. 6.3.3 shows the measured accuracies: the neighbor-level similarity outperformed the
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other investigated methods and for example, attained 0.188 higher f-measure on average
than the the context-based structural evaluator.
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Figure 6.3.3.: F-measure performance comparison of structural matchers

Lastly, the hybrid schema matcher was built, tested and evaluated against other hybrid
schema matchers10 which were also optimized to the test scenarios using the f-measure
maximization of Thesis II. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.3.4: the
DIPROM managed to attain an accuracy improvement of 0.048, 0.379 and 0.117 over
the NTA, SF and WN Context matchers respectively. This corresponds to an accuracy
improvement of 0.182 on average. In the analyzed test cases, the standard deviation of
the average f-measure was also preferable: 0.04.
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Figure 6.3.4.: F-measure performance comparison of hybrid matchers

10These are the same schema matchers which have already been analyzed component-wise thus far.
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6.4. Conclusions and future works

In this thesis, a novel hybrid schema matcher has been presented. Its linguistic com-
ponent utilizes the logistic homosequence similarity, a common substring length based
evaluator with a logistic activation function. The vocabular matcher evaluates the logis-
tic homosequence based aggregated similarity of the related terms sets, also considering
the term frequencies. The proposed structural matcher utilizes the neighbor-level based
structural similarity, i.e. systematically exploits the similarity of nearby schema nodes.
It is based on two new concepts: the neighbor-level, and the similarity contribution func-
tion. There exists also tuning options in the neighbor-level based structural matcher: the
number of neighbor-levels and the formula of the contribution function can be adjusted.
The problem with related terms sets is that they are rarely available in schema defi-

nitions. Fortunately, several potential sources of related terms can be found in schema
descriptions. Hence I devised a related term set extraction process which also gathers
the term frequencies enabling the refinement of the related term set similarity.
The DIPROM was tested and evaluated against other known schema matchers. Test

schemas from both literature and own sources were used for this performance analysis. In
the test scenarios, the f-measure of the DIPROM was 0.96 on average, which corresponds
to a 0.182 average accuracy improvement compared to the other tested schema matchers.
The standard deviation of the f-measure was also reduced by 0.08.
Regarding the development opportunities, other structural matching approaches which

systematically evaluate the similarity of the schema graph, and other vocabular matchers
evaluating the related terms set similarities are being investigated.
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Appendix

Vectorization of the component result matrix

In Thesis I, the result vectors of the schema matching components are used. This algo-
rithm converts the default two-dimensional result matrix of the ith component into the
corresponding result vector.

Algorithm 6.3 The vectorization algorithm
Description: This algorithm converts a matrix into a column vector
Input: Ci – the two-dimensional result matrix of the ith component of size H ×W
Output: ci – the one-dimensional result vector of the ith component of size H ·W × 1

1: procedure Vectorize(Ci)
2: for all j ∈ H =height(Ci) do
3: for all k ∈W =width(Ci) do
4: c̄i[j ·W + k]← Ci[j, k] . Row vectors are concatenated
5: end for
6: end for
7: ci ← c̄i

T . The row vector is transposed
8: return ci
9: end procedure
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The Common Prefix/Suffix based linguistic matcher

In Thesis I, II and IV, the schema matching components and other results are evaluated
against the Common Prefix/Suffix based linguistic matcher. This linguistic matcher is
detailed by Alg. 6.4.

Algorithm 6.4 The Common Prefix/Suffix based linguistic matcher
Description: This algorithm evaluates the syntactic similarity

of two input string based on the length of common
prefixes and suffixes.

Input: s1, s2 – the evaluated strings
Output: r – the normalized similarity value

1: procedure CommonPrefixSuffix(s1, s2)
2: L← max (length(s1), length(s2))
3: p, s← 0
4: Fp, Fs ← true
5: for i← 1, L do
6: if (s1[i] = s2[i]) ∧ (Fp = true) then
7: p← p+ 1
8: else . If character mismatch
9: Fp ← false . no further counter incrementation

10: end if . even if character match later
11: if (s1[L− i] = s2[L− i]) ∧ (Fs = true) then
12: s← s+ 1
13: else
14: Fs ← false
15: end if
16: end for
17: return r
18: end procedure
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The related term set similarity evaluator

In Thesis IV, the related term set similarity based vocabular schema matching component
of the DIPROM is presented by Eq. 6.2.2. This vocabular matcher is further detailed
hereby.

Algorithm 6.5 The related term set similarity evaluator
Description: This algorithm evaluates the syntactic similarity

of two input related term sets with term cardinality.
Input: t1, t2 – related term set vectors

f1, f2– the term frequency vector of t1 and t2
Output: r – the normalized similarity value

1: procedure RelTermSim(t1, t2)
2: l1 ← length(t1)
3: l2 ← length(t2)
4: for i← 1, l1 do
5: m1 ← 0 . For maxe1∈t1 CPS(e2, e1)
6: for j ← 1, l2 do
7: m2 ← 0 . For maxe2∈t2 CPS(e1, e2)
8: CPS [i, j]←CommonPrefixSuffix((t1[i], t2[j]))
9: if CPS [i, j] > m1[i] then . Check if max(m1) surpassed

10: m1[i]← CPS [i, j]
11: end if
12: if CPS [i, j] > m2[j] then . Check if max(m2) surpassed
13: m2[j]← CPS [i, j]
14: end if
15: end for
16: r ← f1·m1+f2·m2

f1+f2
17: end for
18: return r
19: end procedure
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The neighbor-level generation

In Thesis IV, the neighbor-level similarities are evaluated by the structural matcher of
the DIPROM. But for this, a method is required to get the ith neighbor-level of an entity,
which is presented below.

Algorithm 6.6 The neighbor-level generation
Description: This procedure returns a given neighbor-level of entity.
Input: S – the input schema graph

ε – the evaluated entity
i – neighbor-level number

Output: l – node array of the neighbor-level

1: procedure NeighborLVL(S, ε, i)
2: l← ε
3: for j ← 1, i do
4: for all n ∈ l do
5: l′ ← l′ ∪ { children of node n}
6: end for
7: l← l′

8: end for
9: l← l ∪ {ith ancestor of ε}

10: end procedure
11: return l
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The implementation of the schema matcher optimization
framework

The schema matcher optimization framework has been implemented. Its architecture is
shown below.

Figure 6.4.1.: The implementation of the schema matcher optimization framework
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Schema matching scenarios

In this section, the used schema matching scenarios are detailed.

The Company scenario

Schema A

Address

street : string
country+pc : string
town : string
tel. : string
fax. : string
e-mail : string
home page : string

Related terms:
- address (10)
- contact (4)
- permanent (2)
- temporary (2)
- contact information (2)
- location (6)
- affiliation (1)

Days

monday : bool
tuesday : bool
wednesday : bool
thursday : bool
friday : bool
saturday : bool
sunday : bool

Related terms:
- week (6)
- working days (6)
- calendar (3)

Customer

name : string
lang. : string
currency : string
tax. number : integer
v.a.t. number : integer
customer phone : integer
customer cell phone : integer
customer fax : integer
customer e-mail : string
customer home page : string
invoice addr. : Address
shipping addr. : Address

Related terms:
- customer (10)
- buyer (6)
- supplier (1)
- client (6)
- guest (4)

Organization

name : string
street : string
country+pc : string
town : string
tax office : string
tax number : string
v.a.t. number : string
company type : string
iban number : integer
weekly hours : real
working days : Days

Related terms:
- organization (10)
- company (6)
- enterprise (2)
- partnership (1)

Schema B

Contact

tel. : string
fax. : string
e-mail : string
home page : string

Related terms:
- contact (10)
- customer contact (2)
- client contact (2)
- visitorcontact (1)

Address

street : string
country+pc : string
town : string

Related terms:
- address (10)
- location (8)
- permanent address (4)
- temporary address (4)

CustomerData

name : string
lang. : string
currency : string
tax. number : string
v.a.t. number : string
invoice addr. : Address
shipping Addr. : Address
contact : Contact

Related terms:
- customer data (1)
- client data (2)
- guest (4)
- visitor (6)
- client (10)
- guest location (1)

CompanyData

name : string
short name : string
tax office location : string
tax number : string
v.a.t. number : integer
company type : string
iln nr. : integer
iban nr. : integer
weakly working hours : real
normal working days : string
location : Address

Related terms:
- company (10)
- organization (4)
- enterprise data (2)
- organizational data (2)
- public company (2)
- limited liability company (2)

Figure 6.4.2.: The Company schema matching scenario
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The University scenario

Schema A

Journal Article

abstract : string
journal : string
editor : string

Related terms:
- magazine (2)
- journal (4)
- article (10)
- study (2)
- writing (8)
- paper (5)

Address

city : string
state : string
zip : integer

Related terms:
- address (10)
- location (4)
- street (2)
- country (2)
- city (2)

Proceeding Article

abstract : string
volume : string

Related terms:
- writing (8)
- article (10)
- study (6)
- review (4)
- paper (5)

Book

price : string
title : string
publisher : string

Related terms:
- book (8)
- collection (3)
- volume (1)
- page (4)

Publication

journal article : Journal Article
proceeding article : Proceeding Article
book : Book

Related terms:
- paper (8)
- monograph (6)
- study (4)
- draft (2)
- article (2)
- journal (1)
- proceeding (1)

Researcher

first name : string
last name : string
address : string
publication : Publication

Related terms:
- sciencetist (6)
- author (4)
- write (8)

University

name : string
address : Address
researcher : Researcher

Related terms:
- university (6)
- institute (2)
- education (8)
- science (3)
- graduate (4)
- research (6)

Schema B

Address

city : string
state : string
zip : integer

Related terms:
- address (10)
- location (6)
- permanent address (1)
- dwelling (2)
- street (2)
- country (2)
- city (2)
- state (2)

Author

name : string
address : Address

Related terms:
- write (10)
- researcher (8)
- affiliation (1)
- scientific (6)

Book

price : string
title : string
publisher : string
author : Author

Related terms:
- book (6)
- work (2)
- volume (4)

Monograph

price : string
title : string
publisher : string
author : Author

Related terms:
- monograph (8)
- study (6)
- paper (4)
- draft (4)
- article (2)

Journal

name : string
editor : string

Related terms:
- journal (10)
- periodical (3)
- magazine (6)
- quaterly (2)
- monthly (2)

Article

uri : string
title : string
abstract : string
author : Author
journal reference : Journal

Related terms:
- article (10)
- review (4)
- study (4)
- writing (2)
- paper (2)
- journal article (1)
- proceedings article (1)

Library

article : Article
journal : Journal
book : Book
monograph : Monograph

Related terms:
- book (8)
- proceeding (2)
- library (6)
- building (4)
- proceeding (3)

University

name : string
location : string
library : Library

Related terms:
- university (8)
- highschool (2)
- institute (2)
- education (2)
- building (1)
- science (4)
- research (2)

Figure 6.4.3.: The University schema matching scenario
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Index

The Car dealership scenario

Schema A

Item

code : integer
name : string

Related terms:
- option (3)
- equipment (2)
- object (8)

Manager

name : string
address : string
phone : integer

Related terms:
- boss (1)
- head (2)
- manager (6)
- staff (2)

Members

name : string
address : string
phone : integer

Related terms:
- staff (1)
- team (2)
- member (8)
- people (6)
- ordinary (2)

Options

item : Item

Related terms:
- object (4)
- equipment (2)
- extra (2)
- supplementary (4)

Car

make : string
type : string
version : integer
options : Options

Related terms:
- vehicule (7)
- car (8)
- saloon (2)
- estate (1)
- coupe (1)
- cabrio (2)
- coupe (1)

Stock

new : Car
used : Car

Related terms:
- stock (3)
- inventory (4)
- repository (2)
- depot (6)
- storeroom (2)

Showroom

size : string
demo : Car

Related terms:
- salon (10)
- display (6)
- showroom (4)
- saloon (2)

Staff

manager : Manager
members : Members

Related terms:
- staff (8)
- team (10)
- crew (2)
- collegue (1)

Carseller

stock : Stock
showroom : Showroom
staff : Staff

Related terms:
- dealer (10)
- car (5)
- trader (6)
- merchant (3)
- agent (1)

Schema B

Car

make : string
type : string
version : integer

Related terms:
- car (8)
- vehicule (8)
- four-wheeler (3)
- saloon (1)
- estate (2)
- coupe (1)

Inventory

new : Car
secondhand : Car
ondisplay : Car

Related terms:
- inventory (8)
- stock (3)
- depot (4)
- distribution (6)

Available

cars : Car

Related terms:
- salon (10)
- display (5)
- showroom (4)
- model palette (4)

Crew

name : string
address : string
phone : integer
job : string

Related terms:
- collegue (3)
- junior (2)
- senior (2)
- team (10)

Autotrader

stock : Inventory
models : Available
staff : Crew

Related terms:
- automobile (6)
- trader (8)
- dealer (10)
- merchant (2)
- negotiator (2)

Figure 6.4.4.: The Car dealership schema matching scenario
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The Purchase-order scenario

Schema A

Address

name : string
street : string
city : string
state : string
zip : string

Related terms:
- address (10)
- permanent (2)
- temporary (2)
- contactinfo (8)
- location (4)
- affiliation (1)

SKU

name : string
number : decimal

Related terms:
- stock (8)
- keeping unit (2)
- inventory (3)
- supply (4)
- remaining quantity (1)

Item

product name : string
usprice : decimal
comment : string
ship date : date
part num : SKU

Related terms:
- products (6)
- services (7)
- object (4)
- piece (5)

Customer

name : string
nationality : string
currency : string
phone : integer
e-mail : string
address : Address

Related terms:
- customer (6)
- buyer (7)
- client (4)
- guest (2)
- customer contact (5)

Company

tax office : string
tax number : string
v.a.t. number : string
company type : string
iban number : integer
headquarter : Address

Related terms:
- organization (7)
- company (8)
- enterprise (3)
- seller (5)

Purchase

comment : string
ship to : Address
bill to : Address
seller : Company
buyer : Customer
items : Item

Related terms:
- buy (7)
- purchase (10)
- order (4)
- deliver (3)

Schema B

Addr

street : string
city : string
country : string
zip : string

Related terms:
- address info (10)
- location (8)
- contact (4)

ItemDet

product name : string
price : decimal
ship date : date
part num : string

Related terms:
- product (8)
- object (4)
- ordered pieces (3)

CustomerProfile

name : string
phone : integer
e-mail : string
address : Addr

Related terms:
- customer (8)
- buy (6)
- profile (5)
- client (4)
- customer profile (4)

Company

tax office : string
tax number : string
v.a.t. number : string
company type : string
iban number : integer
headquarter : Address

Related terms:
- organization (7)
- company (6)
- enterprise (4)

Purchase

comment : string
ship to : Addr
bill to : Addr
seller : Company
buyer : CustomerProfile
items : ItemDet

Related terms:
- buy (8)
- purchase (8)

Figure 6.4.5.: The Purchase-order schema matching scenario
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